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Abstract
Science concepts lie at the heart of our everyday experiences,
yet people feel disconnected from science because of the
abstract way it is taught in schools. We wanted people to learn

science concepts in the real world in playful ways, and used
Mixed Reality (MR) to allow people to visualize and play with
science concepts in the real world. We focused on Newtonian
physics as our first science concept in Wonderland because
Newtonian physics is commonly experienced by people in their
everyday lives, especially in playful contexts, e.g., when they
throw a ball. We created simple Newtonian physics tools, which
served as building blocks of Newtonian physics systems to
allow learners to build their own Newtonian physics models and
puzzles for constructionist learning. We include different types
of custom visualizations, e.g., graphs, velocity and acceleration
vectors, etc, to allow the users to visualize the underlying
physics of objects in scientifically accurate, yet intuitive ways.
Our rewinding interface also enables users to play, pause,
rewind, replay, speed up and slow down physics so that users
can learn from repeated physics experimentation. We created
two versions of Wonderland: a Hololens version for an
immersive head-worn MR experience, and an ARKit version for
a more widely accessible MR experience on iOS devices. Our
experiments show that users enjoy solving Newtonian physics
puzzles in Wonderland, and find the visuals and simulations
helpful in understanding Newtonian physics concepts. We aim
to further develop and deploy Wonderland to promote science
learning and exploration in the real world.
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CHAPTER 1.

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
We go about our daily lives, not knowing the beauty that underlies our universe. From the
smallest cell to the biggest galaxies, our world is full of wonders that scientists are trying to
unveil every day. As we walk on Earth or look up at the sky, we rarely stop to wonder why our
world is the way it is, what are the forces, phenomena, and ecosystems that make our world,
and how can we use them to change the world for better?
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) are pivotal in promoting creativity
and curiosity about our natural and physical world. However, only 16% of American high school
seniors are proficient in math and interested in a STEM career [85], and even those who pursue
STEM fields in college, only half choose work in a related field [85].
United States ranks 29th in math and 22nd in science education among the 34 industrialized
nations, and only 29% of Americans rate the country's K-12 STEM education as above average
or the best in the world [85].
Students feel disconnected to STEM disciplines because STEM courses are taught in abstract
ways such that the students have trouble relating science concepts to their real-world
experiences. Also, STEM concepts are taught as a set of rules to be memorized rather than a
phenomena to be explored, experienced, or visualized. Finally, STEM courses are evaluated in
punitive ways through timed tests that make students anxious about their science skills.
We wanted to help learners visualize the underlying science concepts of their everyday lives.
For example, users can visualize the force and velocity of a running dog, or a moving ball, or
even a rotating pinwheel (Figure 1). In addition to helping users visualize the science concepts,
we also wanted them to explore and experiment with the science concepts in playful and applied
ways. Since virtual objects are not bound by real-world laws, overlaying virtual objects on top of
the real world allows us to help users not only visualize science concepts and phenomena in the
real world, but also modify and experiment with that phenomena, e.g., change gravity, create
local force fields, etc.
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Figure 1: Our vision of science learning in the real world

1.2 Guidelines
I used the following three guidelines in creating Wonderland, that is my contribution to enabling
new opportunities for STEM learning:

i. Learning over Education
Joi Ito, Director of MIT Media Lab, said, "Education is something that is done to you. Learning is
something you do for yourself." We wanted to adopt a learning-centric approach to empower
learners to learn by giving them self-directed learning opportunities. A learning-centric approach
considers students as active creators rather than passive consumers of knowledge, i.e., active
learning, which has been shown to improve STEM learning [22]. Through active learning, we
wanted to make learners active creators and explorers of science knowledge.

ii. Concrete over Abstract
We wanted the students to develop an applied and concrete knowledge of the science, and be
able to apply and understand science concepts in context. In science classes, students are
often known to ask/wonder, 'when am I ever going to use it?'. In Wonderland, we wanted to give
students a way to make science concepts come to life. The goal was to not only allow learners
to visualize concrete science concepts, but to also allow them to play with science concepts so
that they may to develop a more intimate and intuitive relationship with the science.
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iii. Thinking over Knowledge
STEM disciplines are more than a set of rules because they teach students critical thinking and
problem-solving skills. Through Wonderland, we wanted people to not only learn particular
science concepts, but also to develop scientific problem-solving skills so that could extend those
skills to other science problems. President Barack Obama said, "[Science] is more than a school
subject, or the periodic table, or the properties of waves. It is an approach to the world, a critical
way to understand and explore and engage with the world, and then have the capacity to
change that world..."

1.3 Approach
We wanted learners to learn and apply science concepts in the real world. The three
cornerstones for our approach towards science learning are as follows.
i. Constructionist Learning
Seymour Papert coined the term constructionist learning to define experiences where learners
learned while building projects. His vision was to create a world where people would learn
mathematics as naturally as they learn French while growing up in France [61]. He called this
world Mathland, and created several physical and virtual environments where kids could engage
in creative mathematical projects. In Wonderland, we create a playful and exploratory
environment for constructionist learning so that learners could learn science concepts by
engaging with their real-world applications, e.g., movement of a pendulum or a ball.
ii. Mixed Reality
We wanted to allow learners to learn while being in their real world. For us, the future of science
education was not on computer screens, or in classrooms or even in virtual reality, but in the
real world using Mixed Reality (MR). We used MR to overlay virtual objects, visualizations and
annotations on top of the real world so that people could engage with and explore science
phenomena while being present in their real world.
ii. Science Modeling
Scientists often create relatively simple models of complex problems and build up their solutions
from the ground up. For example, physicists are known for their use of 'spherical cows' [36] to
simplify complex problems using simple tools. In Wonderland, we give users simple modeling
tools so that users can learn to model and solve science problems using simple modeling tools.
The modeling tools are intended to train the learners so that they can apply those tools to
simplify and solve problems even outside Wonderland and not be dependent on technology.
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1.4 Implementation
i. MR devices
There are two main types of Mixed Reality devices available: (i) immersive head-worn devices,
such as the Microsoft Hololens, Magic Leap One, and Meta 2; (ii) phone-based Augmented
Reality (AR), such as ARKit for iOS devices and ARCore for Android devices. The head-worn
devices offer more 3D immersion with holographic objects compared to phone-based AR, which
renders the 3D content on a 2D screen. With head-worn MR devices, users can walk around in
the real world and effortless see the MR environment, whereas with phone-based AR, users
have to hold up their 2D screens to visualize the virtual world on top of the real one. The benefit
of phone-based AR, however, is that phones are more ubiquitous than head-worn devices.
In the light of the above advantages/disadvantages of phone-based and head-mounted MR, we
created two versions of Wonderland: a Hololens version for a head-mounted MR experience,
and an ARKit version to support phone-based AR. We chose Microsoft Hololens as our
head-worn device because it allows for an immersive and untethered MR experience. Using an
immersive head-worn experience, we aimed to demonstrate the future of science learning in
MR. For our phone-based AR experience, we chose ARKit over ARCore because ARKit
compatible iOS devices are more prevalent than ARCore compatible Android devices, and also
because ARKit also works with iPads, which give users bigger 2D screens than phones to
explore more concepts. The goal behind our phone-based versions was to deploy Wonderland
at scale and make it accessible to learners and educators in classrooms and homes.

ii. Interaction Design
Our initial vision was to track and integrate real-world physical objects in Wonderland's MR
experience. There are two ways of tracking physical objects: outside-in tracking [46], which uses
external sensors, and inside-out tracking [46], which uses cameras on the device to track
outside objects. Accurate inside-out tracking is currently challenging for fast moving objects in a
3D and 3600 context, whereas outside-in tracking restricts users to a limited trackable physical
space and trackable physical objects. Since accurate and unlimited tracking is not possible with
the state-of-the-art tracking devices, relying on only physical objects limited users' physics
explorations. As a result, we decided to not limit ourselves by physical objects, but instead,
switched to using interactive virtual objects. Virtual objects offer more flexibility than physical
objects because they are not bound by real-world rules, and users can create any number, type,
or sizes of them, e.g., gigantic black holes, multiple elephants, and phantom forces.
Virtual objects, however, lack the embodied interactions afforded by physical objects, and are
not also influenced by the physical environment, e.g., virtual objects bouncing off physical walls.
Embodied interactions have been shown to be key for learning [5,15,27], especially for
STEM-related concepts [1,26,45]. For the Hololens version, we created a custom Object
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Controller and an Arm Controller to allow for embodied interactions, and also used the spatial
mapping capability of the Hololens to allow the virtual objects to interact with the physical
environment, e.g., a virtual ball can bounce off a physical wall.
ii. Science Learning
For the first version of Wonderland, we picked Newtonian physics as our focus in terms of
science learning because Newtonian physics is commonly experienced and observed by people
in their everyday lives, e.g., when they throw a ball. Moreover, Newtonian physics concepts are
not just physics, but also an application of mathematics. For example, acceleration and velocity
in Newtonian physics are applications of differentials, integrals, and vectors in mathematics.
We were really inspired by the Rube Goldberg machine in which relatively simple parts are used
to construct complex systems. Rube Goldberg machines have been shown to aid constructionist
learning of Newtonian physics [41], and we design simple tools in Wonderland to enable
constructionist learning of Newtonian physics. These tools could be used to model a wide range
of Newtonian physics worlds so that learners could constructively explore different Newtonian
physics concepts.
We also custom designed visualizations to allow for a visual understanding of Newtonian
physics as equations are particularly scary for people and even cause mathematical anxiety [6].

1.6 Contributions
In Wonderland, we focused on STEM learning in the real world, and designed constructionist
learning experiences to support Newtonian physics learning in Mixed Reality. We incorporated
different learning strategies and experiences, which have been shown to be individually helpful
for learning. In particular, we employed simulations, visualizations, Mixed Reality experiences,
constructionist learning, natural collaborations, and embodied interactions to support Newtonian
physics learning so that learners could visualize, understand and play with 3D Newtonian
physics phenomena while being co-present in their real-world with their peers. Our main
contributions are described below.
i. Learning Experience
We designed the learning experience in a Mixed Reality world with natural collaborations and
physical-object-like interactions for virtual objects. The different components of the learning
experience are described in detailed below.
a. Augmented Real-World
We made Wonderland intertwined with the real-world so that unlike virtual reality or 2D screen
experiences, the user does not have to disconnect from their real-world. In fact, the user learns
while being present in the real-world classroom, home, playground, etc, and can freely move
around in the real world while interacting with the Mixed Reality experience.
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Unlike traditional real-world-based learning setups that only use physical objects, our users
have access to virtual objects, which allow them to explore scenarios that are impossible or at
least infeasible in the physical world, e.g., changing gravity, creating local force fields, etc. The
virtual objects are in the form of 3D holograms so that users can walk around in the real-world
and view the virtual objects just like their everyday physical objects.
In our experiments, our vision of turning the real world into a science playground came to life as
users were playing with Newtonian physics concepts in the real world. Users walked and moved
around as they were interacting with virtual objects in the real world, and were even lying down
on the floor to observe the difference physics visualizations from different directions.
b. Virtual-to-PhysicalBridge
In Wonderland's Hololens version, we give virtual objects 'physical perception' [40], i.e., just like
physical objects, virtual objects also react to the physical world (but the physical world is not
influenced by virtual objects). Using the spatial mapping capability of the Hololens, virtual
objects can interact with the physical environment, e.g., a virtual ball can bounce off physical
walls, ceilings and floors. We also have a custom Arm Controller and Object Controller to allow
for embodied interactions with the virtual objects. The Object Controller serves as a physical
proxy for virtual objects such that rotating, repositioning, and stretching the Object Controller
allows the user to rotate, reposition, and resize the selected virtual object. The Arm Controller
allows the users to interact with virtual objects using their physical arms.
For repositioning, the Object Controller relies on camera-based tracking, so the Object
Controller must be in the camera view of the Hololens. Rotation and resizing interactions,
however, can be done without being in the Hololens' camera view because rotation and resizing
use position-independent Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and stretch sensor respectively.
Similarly, the Arm Controller uses position-independent IMU and stretch sensor, and can track
users' arm movements without movement-limiting external or camera-based trackers.
Thus, in the Hololens version, Wonderland's virtual objects are influenced by the physical world
(using spatial mapping), can be manipulated like physical objects (using the Object Controller),
and can be interacted with using the user's physical arms (using the Arm Controller). We found
the Object Controller more intuitive and natural to use than Hololens' air-tap gestures.
c. Natural Collaborations

Wonderland's MR world allows multiple collocated users to see and collaborate with one
another in the same unhindered ways as they do in their real physical world. Natural and
unhindered collaborations are important as peers play an important role in creative [68,86] and
constructionist learning [35]. In our Hololens version, users have a shared MR environment
where they can create and solve puzzles together, and our experiments showed positive results
for playful and collaborative learning and problem-solving in Wonderland. The ARKit version
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does not have a collaborative learning and problem-solving experience yet, but we plan to add it
in the future.
ii. Learning Tools
We designed custom tools for constructionist learning of Newtonian physics, and also created
simulations and visualizations for Newtonian physics. The details of the constructionist learning
tools, simulations, and visualizations are described below.
a. ConstructionistLearning
Instead of providing users pre-built simulations or visualizations, we gave them Newtonian
physics tools to model and explore their own worlds for constructionist learning. Users could use
the tools to build and solve their own Newtonian physics puzzles, allowing for playful and
constructionist learning. During our experiments, we gave users puzzles about linear motion,
projectile motion, and circular motion in Wonderland, and the users creatively used the
Newtonian physics tools to solve all puzzles. The users also voluntarily created their own
puzzles and solutions to those puzzles, and were thoroughly engaged in the problem-solving
experience.
Moreover, by giving users simple tools, we not only give them the ability to make and explore
their own projects for constructionist learning, but also trained them to model Newtonian physics
systems using simple tools. Modeling is an important skill in scientific problem-solving and our
experiments showed that our users were able to apply Wonderland's tools even outside
Wonderland to simplify and solve Newtonian physics problems.
b. Real-world Simulations
Using Wonderland's tools, users can build and simulate their own projects to explore a variety of
Newtonian physics scenarios, e.g., change the magnitude of gravity to visualize the gravity on
Mars, apply local force fields, etc. Unlike screen-based or virtual reality simulations, the users
can view the 3D simulations via natural interactions with the virtual objects in the real-world,
e.g., walking around the ball's trajectory to see the 3D motion of the ball. We also provide a
rewinding interface for the simulations so that the user can rewind, pause, replay, and adjust the
speed of the simulations. Our user studies showed that the rewinding interface allowed users to
review and reinforce different concepts throughout the simulations.
c. Visual Understanding
We designed custom visualizations to allow users to visualize Newtonian physics so that they
do not have to rely on only numeric representations. For example, the strobe light effect creates
snapshots of the ball at equal intervals of time to allow the users to intuitively visualize the
speed and acceleration of the ball -- the farther away the snapshots, the higher the speed, and
the more the distance between the snapshots changes over several snapshots, the higher the
acceleration. We also allow the users to visualize the direction and magnitude of the velocity
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and acceleration at different points in time by drawing the velocity and acceleration vectors on
each of the ball's frozen snapshots as well as on the moving ball as it moves in real-time.
Our studies showed that these visualizations were an easy-to-interpret and memorable visual
aid for users. The visualizations helped the users understand the concepts underlying
Newtonian physics, and clarify some important misconceptions, e.g., the direction of force and
velocity vectors are opposite for a decelerating ball. Students who had already studied physics
pointed out that the visualizations allowed them to better understand the more traditional and
abstract Newtonian physics representations, e.g., graphs and formulas. Even 7th graders, who
had no prior physics or advanced math experience, found the visuals helpful and easy to
understand.
iii. Deployable Technology
We created a custom Object Controller and Arm Controller for embodied interactions in MR, and
also two MR applications for constructionist learning of Newtonian physics. The Object
Controller, Arm Controller, and MR Applications are described below.
a. Object Controller
We created an Object Controller, which serves as a physical proxy for virtual objects. The
Object tools is not only useful for Wonderland's MR experience, but could also be used as a
physical controller for 3D rotation, repositioning, and resizing in other MR applications. Users
can reposition and rotate virtual objects by repositioning and rotating the physical Object
Controller, and also resize virtual objects by stretching an elastic tape on the Object Controller.
During our user study, the subjects found the Object Controller intuitive to use and helpful to
interact with virtual objects.
b. Arm Controller
We created a custom Arm Controller to support embodied interactions in MR. The Arm
Controller is an untethered wearable tracker that allows us to track users' physical arm
movement for embodied interaction. Using the Arm Controller, we include users' physical hand
in the virtual world so that they can interact with virtual objects using their physical hands, e.g.,
push a virtual ball with their physical hand. The wearable Arm Controller is a self-contained
tracker that does not need to be either in the camera view of the Hololens or be restricted by
limited tracking space of external sensors.
c. MR Applications
We not only designed Wonderland, but also developed and deployed applications for
constructionist learning of Newtonian physics. We have two fully developed and deployable
versions of Wonderland: (i) a Hololens version, which allows for fully immersive head-worn MR
experience with embodied interactions; (ii) an ARKit version, which is a mobile MR experience
compatible with several widely used iOS devices, especially iPads since some schools are
already using iPads. The ARKit version is limited in its immersive and embodied experience, but
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it is more easily deployable because ARKit compatible iOS devices are cheaper and more easily
accessible Hololens.
Wonderland's Hololens version demonstrates the future of science learning in MR once
head-mounted MR devices become more ubiquitous in the future, whereas the ARKit version
allows us to deploy Wonderland to support science learning and education in the present.
We tested the two versions of Wonderland in a variety of situations, e.g., classrooms, small
groups, and individual users, as well as with different age groups, e.g., 7th graders, college
students, graduate students, and working professionals.

1.7 Thesis Roadmap
Chapter 2 covers background and related work, including STEM education and learning
methods. The design considerations and functionality for Wonderland are described in Chapter
3, followed by hardware and software implementation details in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents
the design and evaluation of our experiments, and Chapter 6 and 7 outline our future work and
conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2.

Background and Related Work

2.1 Background
i. Constructionist Leaming
Seymour Papert was one of the first people to recognize that computers could be used by kids
to create things and learn new concepts as they created projects. He envisioned computers as
spaces where children could explore and discover mathematics and other technical concepts in
the same way they would learn and discover French while growing up in France [37].
Papert's constructionist learning theory builds on top of Jean Piaget's constructivist learning
theory, which suggests that individuals build their own knowledge structures through their
observations and interactions with the world [62]. Constructionist learning theory proposes that
children build knowledge structures most effectively when they are actively engaged in
designing, creating, and making things that they care about.
Constructionism and constructivism are radically different from traditional instructionist
approaches [34], which focus on the delivery of instruction and information to the learner. While
instructionist approaches offer a teacher-centric view, constructionist approaches focus on
strategies for supporting learners in exploring, experimenting, and expressing themselves. Both
constructionist and constructivist theories give an active rather than passive role to learners
since learners are regarded as the creators rather than the consumers of knowledge.

ii. Applied Sciences
Vygotsky pointed out that there are differences between scientific concepts and their everyday
applications [81] -- while scientific concepts are more abstract and academic, everyday
knowledge is more situated. The divide between scientific and everyday concepts, however, is
not a fixed one, and both can co-exist for learners [78]. In fact, the neo-Vygotskian view states
that fully concrete scientific understanding can be developed by systematic learning from
everyday concepts. By showing learners the applications of scientific concepts, abstract
scientific concepts become more concrete [78] because the user is able to connect the theory
and applications of sciences. Situated or contextual learning ties people learning to their real-life
context [10], and has been shown to be useful for learning science [2,5].

iii. Simulations
Computer simulations have been claimed to be useful for education for over fifty years [19].
Simulations are particularly valuable in science education, as science is difficult for students to
understand due to the lack of its real-life visuals [13]. John Belcher points out that simulations
can shed light on abstract physics concepts by allowing students to visualize them [7].
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Simulations improve science learning and problem-solving skills in four main ways [79]: (i) they
are concrete, i.e., the problems and solutions are not abstract but rooted in the problem domain,
(ii) they are 'in context', i.e., the simulations enable learners to not only derive solutions but also
to understand/visualize the path to the solutions, (iii) they are neither confined to real-life
possibilities nor to analytic solutions to problems, and (iv) they are generative, i.e., they can be
dynamic and can be used to create new setups/worlds to inspire creativity and curiosity.
iv. Educational Games
Research has shown that playful activities can support and enhance learning [69,70]. For
example, games have been successfully used for improving biological visualizations [52] and
understanding of mechanical engineering [16]. In computer games, learning occurs as a result
of the tasks involved in games, and users' skills develop as they progress through the content of
the game [53]. Gee writes that kids experience a more powerful form of learning when they play
games compared to when they are in traditional classroom learning environments [24]. Unlike
lectures, games can be adapted to the pace of the user, and users can simultaneously visualize
information in multiple visual and auditory modes to support different learning styles.
v. Mixed Reality
There are a few different definitions of Mixed Reality. One of them defines MR as a whole
continuum [55] with the real physical world on one hand and pure Virtual Reality (VR) on
another, and the middle has Augmented Reality (closer to the real environment) and Augmented
Virtuality (closer to the virtual environment). A second definition defines Mixed Reality (MR) as
overlaying interactive 3D virtual objects on top of the real world such that the "views of the real
world are combined in some proportion with views of a virtual environment" [17]. The second
definition does not include the extreme ends of the aforementioned continuum, i.e., real and
virtual world, and this is the definition that we are referring to when we use the term Mixed
Reality in our text. Thus, MR creates a 'transversable' interface that creates a perception of
joining the real/physical and virtual world, allowing users to cross from one to the other
seamlessly [11,43,44].
AR and MR applications motivate learners and facilitate learning because they provide
'authentic' graphic content and interactions [12]. Users also experience a higher level of
enjoyment and deeper engagement in AR which improves learning in AR [12]. Mixed Reality
applications have been shown to be effective for STEM learning [29,39]. We discuss MR, AR,
and VR applications for science education in the Related Work section.

2.2 Related Work
There are several examples of educational technologies [8,42], e.g., iPads [57], virtual
laboratories [67], and educational games [31]. Below are some relevant examples for
Wonderland.
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i. Constructionist Leaming
Papert created the Logo Turtle [61] in which users could use computer commands written in the
Logo programming language [61,63], e.g., left 50 and right 20 (Figure 2a), to program the
movements of a robotic or digital object that looked like a turtle. Papert's Turtle is one of the first
examples of constructionist learning as users learned geometry while drawing figures through
geometric commands. The turtle also acted as an 'object-to-think-with', i.e., users could use it to
play out different geometric concepts and ideas.
Wonderland builds on top of the constructionist learning design in Papert's Turtle and provides a
MR environment for constructionist learning of Newtonian physics. Unlike 2D screens, MR
allows users to visualize 3D concepts in the real world. Also, unlike physical robotic settings, MR
is not bound by real-world physics and allows users to explore a wide range of Newtonian
physics concepts on commonly available devices, e.g., iOS devices.
MagneTracks (Figure 2b) is a system for constructionist learning of Newtonian physics using
tangible tracks [56], but the system is limited in terms of the Newtonian physics concepts it can
teach. For example, exploration of 3D physics concepts is not possible since the system can
only track a ball in a limited 2D space. The tangible system is bound by real-world physics, and
the user cannot explore scenarios that are difficult in the real world, e.g., changing gravity or
creating local forces in only a limited space. The system also does not include explanatory
physics visuals, and requires additional setup for tangible tracks and external tracking, which
makes it difficult to deploy on a large-scale.
b)

a)

right 90

forward 50
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right 90

forward 50

right 90
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Figure 2: Constructionist learning applications - a) Logo Turtle; b) MagneTracks
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ii. Simulations
There are several examples of science simulations. Some simulations have great visualizations,
e.g., Bret Victor's Kill Math [80] (Figure 3a), but do not allow the user to manipulate the system
to explore different scenarios, e.g., changing various parameters of the system. Ken Perlin's
Chalk talk [58] (Figure 3b) allows for interactive simulations to connect the behavior and state of
objects with their scientific representations, e.g., rotation of an object to its transformation
matrices, or the movement of an object to its velocity and acceleration. The Physics Education
Technology (PhET) [66] project (figure 3c) also provides interactive physics simulations, which
are close to real-life phenomena and allow the users to visualize different physics concepts.
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Figure 3: a) Kill Math by Brett Victor; b) Chalk talk by Ken Perlin; c) PheT system for physics
learning
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However, Chalk talk and PhETs are on a fixed 2D screen, making it is difficult for learners to
naturally explore science phenomena, e.g., by walking around a 3D trajectory of a ball to
observe the ball's motion. Wonderland affords six degrees of freedom (x, y, z, yaw, pitch, and
roll) for the users to freely move and explore 3D MR simulations.
Also, the aforementioned simulations do not allow for constructionist learning as the students
are learning through interactive visuals, but are not engaged in making their own projects.
Wonderland provides open-ended Newtonian physics tools for constructionist learning of
physics. Users can use these tools to create and solve puzzles as well as create Newtonian
physics models to discover Newtonian physics concepts in the process of construction and play.

iii. Games
b)

a)

J,/

Figure 4: a) Armadillo Run - construction game using physics/engineering concepts; b) Fantastic
Contraption - VR
Armadillo Run [76] (Figure 4a) is a game, among several other physics games, which uses
engineering concepts in gameplay. There are several other online computer games for physics
and mathematics [87,88]. However, even though these games use physics/engineering
concepts, they do not allow the user to visualize or tinker with the science behind them. For
example, Angry Birds uses projectile motion, but the user can neither visualize the trajectory,
speed, and acceleration of the ball nor can they change the gravity or add local force fields. The
new VR game, Fantastic Contraption [89] (Figure 4b), is an example of playful physics learning
in VR, but like other 2D and 3D physics/engineering games, Fantastic Contraption does not
highlight the physics concepts of the game objects.
In Wonderland, we have a playful environment where the users solve Newtonian physics
puzzles while observing the underlying Newtonian physics phenomena using our custom
visuals, e.g., graphs, strobe effect, force and velocity vectors, etc.
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iv. AR/MR Applications
Mixed Reality (MR) is a popular domain for exploring educational use cases [47,60], especially
for STEM, e.g., Web3D applications for support engineering education in AR [14,48]. There are
three main types of MR experiences:
1. Projection-based MR: Enyedy et al. created a projection-based AR experience, called
Learning physics through Play [21], to help 6 to 8-year-old students learn Newtonian physics
concepts through embodied play (Figure 5a). MEteor (Figure 5b) is another projection-based
MR experience that used embodied experiences to support astrophysical learning [49] as
learners embodied the motion of asteroids.
2. Phone-based MR: Wozniak et al. used phone- and marker-based AR to help students
perform physics experiments related to light and optics experiments (Figure 5c) [83].
3. Head-mounted MR: Strzys et al. used a head-mounted display to teach heat conduction
concepts [77] in MR (Figure 5d), and showed that the MR experiences can improve students'
conceptual understanding of thermodynamics. Liu et al. [51] created a solar system experience
in head-mounted MR and used an operation table with cups to manipulate virtual objects
through interactions with physical objects.
Projection-based experiences used embodied play because people's cognitive processes are
tied to their physical interactions, i.e., embodied cognition [23,25]. Embodied interactions afford
sensorimotor feedback and gestural congruency that aids physics understanding [33].
For the Hololens version, we created a custom Arm Controller to allow for embodied
interactions. The users can interact with the virtual objects using their physical arm motion, e.g.,
push a virtual ball with their physical arm, and they get haptic feedback proportional to the
magnitude of their interaction, e.g., the magnitude of their push. Unlike the outside-in external
trackers used in projection-based systems, our Arm Controller is a wearable tracker that does
not need additional external trackers. Also, unlike inside-out trackers, the users do not need to
keep their arms within the camera view for tracking. As a result, compared to the trackers used
for embodied interactions in projection-based MR systems, our wearable Arm Controller for
embodied interaction allows for full freedom of motion in Wonderland's Hololens experience.
Moreover, Wonderland's phone-based ARKit version and head-mounted Hololens version are
more mobile and easier to deploy compared to projection-based MR experiences.
Liu et al. [51] used tangible cups to control virtual objects because physical manipulatives have
cognitive and contextual advantages for learning science in MR. Roger et al. point out that
"[physical artifacts] capitalize on our familiarity of the real physical world, especially our innate
and well-learned physical actions, such as grasping and pulling" [71].

.4
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We created a custom Object Controller to allow for physical manipulability of virtual objects. The
Object Controller serves as a physical proxy for virtual objects, and the user can reposition,
rotate, and stretch the Object Controller to reposition, rotate, and resize the virtual objects in
Wonderland's Hololens version. The Object controller also allows for sensorimotor feedback
while interacting with virtual objects because the user feels a resistive force as they stretch the
stretchy tape on the Object Controller to resize the virtual objects.
Last, but not the least, none of the MR learning experiences above allow for constructionist
learning. Users are provided either pre-built 3D models or at most, interactive tools and
simulations, but they are not provided open-ended environments for project-based learning.
Wonderland provides users simple Newtonian physics tools to allow users to build Newtonian
physics worlds and puzzles to support constructionist learning of Newtonian physics in MR.
a)

b)
e niraCE6

c)

/

Spring Launcher

d)

Figure 5: Projection-based MR for learning Newtonian physics (a) and astrophysics (b); c)
Phone-based AR for learning optics; d) Head-mounted MR for learning thermodynamics
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v. VR Applications
Virtual Reality (VR) applications have also been commonly used to support education [47,60].
Project Science Space [73,74] creates three immersive virtual worlds (Newton world, Maxwell
world, and Pauling world) for science instruction. PhysicsPlayground [38] is multi-user VR
application that supports learning of classical mechanics concepts. Each of the hardware
components is tracked by an optical tracking system in six degrees of freedom, and the learners
and educators can create 3D physics simulations. Figure 6 shows the user experience and
tracking system for PhysicsPlayground. Another example is Electrostatic Playground [90] that
allows for collaborative and exploratory learning of electricity and magnetism concepts in VR.
a)

b)

HMD

Figure 6: PhysicsPlayground for learning Newtonian physics in VR - a) user experience; b)
optitrack system
The aforementioned VR environments afford six degrees of freedom (x, y, z, yaw, pitch and roll)
in movement to the user, and also track users' movements through external sensors. However,
VR disconnects users from their real environment and peers. Wonderland's MR environment, on
the other hand, allows for the same freedom of movement to the user while also allowing them
to be co-present in the real world. For the Hololens version of Wonderland, we perform spatial
mapping of the physical world so that the virtual objects can interact with the physical world,
e.g., bounce off a physical wall or floor. Using Wonderland's shared MR experience on the
Hololens, users can also see and collaborate with their peers in a natural unobstructed way, just
like they do in their everyday day-to-day interactions. Therefore, MR provides the same
immersive 3D experience as VR without disconnecting users from their real-world environment
and peers.
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vi. Tracking Physical Objects for Learning
People have leveraged tracking systems to track real-world physical objects to characterize and
study their behavior for educational purposes. Camera-based motion capture has been used in
classrooms for physics experiments, e.g., to track objects rolling down a ramp [64]. Computer
vision based techniques have been also used to help study of pendulum, terminal velocity and
motion of objects in liquid [30]. Mobile phones have been used to track real objects and study
3D collisions to clarify concepts such as conservation of momentum [65]. Kinect-based tracking
systems have allowed for embodied learning and real-time tracking [91], particularly for
Newtonian physics education [72]. A recent Disney paper also tracked a real physical ball to
show trajectories in virtual reality [59], and there are also examples of ball trajectory recognition
with educational robots [84].
Tracking systems for physical objects, however, are still inaccurate and restrictive due to the
current limitations of tracking technologies. Inaccurate tracking means that the physics
measured may be inaccurate and thus, may potentially confuse the learner. Outside-in tracking
restricts the physical area of motion of the user and requires additional setup of external
sensors, whereas inside out tracking is not feasible on the current MR devices in real-time and
in a 3D and 3600 context, limits the physics to only slow 2D motion in front of the user.
In Wonderland, we wanted to offer the users full freedom of motion as well as 3D and 3600
physics experiences, and thus, did not confine ourselves to the tracking of physical objects.
Instead, we used virtual objects to allow users to explore Newtonian physics. Virtual objects are
not bound by the laws of the real world and thus, allow for more exploratory learning, e.g.,
changing the gravity on Earth or creating local force fields, etc.
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CHAPTER 3.

Design and Functionality

We started designing Wonderland with the goal of enabling constructionist learning of science
concepts in the real world. Mixed Reality allows us to overlay virtual objects on top of the real
world to facilitate learning of 3D concepts in Mixed Reality.
We considered different concepts that could enable constructionist learning of science, i.e.,
allow learners to build their own worlds in playful ways while learning science concepts. We
chose to demonstrate Newtonian physics in Wonderland because it is commonly experienced
by people in their daily lives, especially in playful contexts, e.g., when the user is playing with a
ball. We created Newtonian physics tools to allow users to build Newtonian physics worlds, and
designed custom visuals to enable users to visualize Newtonian physics concepts intuitively.
We decided to use virtual objects over physical ones as virtual objects are not bound by
technology and real-world laws, and thus, allow for more diverse learning and construction
possibilities. Finally, we designed different game modes and learning experiences to enable
world building, puzzle solving, and collaborative learning in Wonderland.
The detailed design and functionality of Wonderland is described below.

3.1 Interaction Design
We wanted users to experience science concepts in their real world by seamlessly merging their
real and virtual world. One way of blending the physical and virtual is to integrate components of
the user's physical environment in Mixed Reality so that the real world can be augmented using
virtual objects in MR. Blending the physical and virtual world not only requires recognition of the
user's static environment, but also tracking and recognition of dynamically moving physical
objects, e.g., a ball moving through the air, so that we can track the ball and virtually augment it
with its speed and trajectory. Real-time object detection and 3D tracking are possible either
through external tracking (outside-in tracking [46]), which limits the mobility and scalability of the
experience, or through computer vision (inside-out tracking [46]), which is computationally
expensive and slow, especially in a 3600 context.
We decided to use virtual objects over physical objects for the following two reasons:
(i) The tracking systems for physical objects are inaccurate and restrictive: There are two kinds
of tracking systems - outside-in tracking and inside-out tracking. Outside-in tracking techniques
limit the tracking area and movement of the user, and also, the number of tracked objects as
physical sensors need to be attached to the tracked objects. Inside-out tracking, on the other
hand, is not accurate for fast moving objects in a 3600 context, especially on the currently
available Mixed Reality devices, and applications have to be pre-programmed to recognize and
track specific physical objects. We wanted to make the system easily scalable, deployable, and
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mobile, and did not restrict ourselves to tracking fixed objects and spaces using outside-in
trackers. Also, since inside-out tracking is not accurate for fast moving objects, we steered clear
of that because studies show that inaccurate tracking can cause confusion among students [4].
(ii) Virtual objects allow for more flexible learning environments compared to physical objects:
Virtual objects are not bound by the laws of the real world and thus have several advantages for
learning science:
a. virtual objects can respond to both virtual and real-world physical objects, compared to the
physical objects, which are influenced by only real-world physical objects and forces. For
example, unlike a physical ball, a virtual ball does not have to conform to the laws of gravity on
Earth and learners can visualize virtual objects as they experience gravity on Mars or other local
virtual forces, etc.
b. virtual objects can be zoomed in or out, resized, moved back in time, replayed, paused,
slowed down, etc to facilitate learning.
c. there are no limitations on the type and quantity of objects that can be created, e.g.,
elephants, black holes, 4D cubes, etc.
Since virtual objects are not bound by the laws of nature, users can experiment with physically
difficult scenarios, and thus, more learning scenarios are available for exploration, e.g., users
can create multiple local force fields, which are difficult to create in the real-world, or add forces
and velocities of significantly high magnitudes.
Future advances in computer vision, 3600 cameras, and new hardware for MR devices will
make 3D tracking and object recognition feasible on wearable MR devices. Until then, instead of
imperfectly tracking physical objects and confining our learning experience to only a limited
number of objects and settings that can be tracked in, Wonderland uses virtual objects to allow
users to explore a diverse set of Newtonian physics scenarios.
To bridge the gap between physical and virtual objects, we designed our MR system such the
virtual objects afford the following:
i. Interaction with the physical world to allow for situated learning using spatial mapping, e-g.,
virtual objects can bounce off physical walls and surfaces
ii. Interaction with people's physical bodies using the Arm Controller, e.g., people can throw a
virtual ball using natural arm gestures, without the need for external controllers
iii. Physical manipulability using an embodied physical Object Controller so that users can
rotate, reposition, and resize virtual objects in the MR world
The implementation of the above three functionalities using spatial mapping, Arm Controller, and
Object Controller is described in detail in Section 4.1 of the Implementation chapter.

3.2 Learning Content
Deciding the learning content was one of the most difficult parts of Wonderland as we had a
choose a science concept that was relatable and familiar for users, yet creative enough to allow
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for challenging projects for constructivist learning. Rube Goldberg machines [82] demonstrate
how simple building blocks can be used to create relatively complex systems, and our goal was
to create similar building blocks for science concepts such that the building blocks could be
used to build a wide range of science worlds for constructionist learning.
i. STEM Concepts
We considered different STEM concepts that could be explored in Wonderland, e.g., Newton's
cradle (conservation of energy), similar objects (trigonometry), shapes and volumes, forces, etc
(shown in Figure 7). We compiled different playful scenarios for the concepts and realized that a
lot of them, e.g., force, velocity, and acceleration, fell under the umbrella of Newtonian physics.
We chose Newtonian physics as our first science concept in Wonderland because Newtonian
physics is commonly experienced by people in their everyday lives, e.g., when they throw a ball.
Also, Newtonian physics concepts, like speed, velocity, and acceleration, are also an application
of mathematical concepts like vectors, differentials and integrals.

Figure 7. Initial design iterations to list the different concepts that can be taught in Wonderland
in constructionist and embodied ways

ii. Learning tools
We were inspired by the Rube Goldberg machines, which demonstrate how relatively simple
parts can be used to create relatively complex systems. Rube Goldberg machines have been
shown to enable constructionist learning of Newtonian physics [41], and we decided that
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Wonderland would be composed of simple Newtonian physics tools, which could be used for
building and exploring a wide range of Newtonian physics worlds. In Papert's words, our
Newtonian physics tools serve as "objects-to-think-with". In addition to enabling constructionist
learning, the Newtonian physics tools would also facilitate modeling of different Newtonian
physics systems since modeling is a key part of physics learning and problem-solving [9].
The Force Concept Inventory (FCI) [28,92] is commonly used to assess Newtonian physics
concepts, and we used it to study the main concepts taught in introductory Newtonian physics
courses. FCI has three main types of forces: i. constant linear force (e.g., gravity); ii. momentary
force (e.g., kicking a hockey puck); iii. force towards a point (e.g., centripetal force/circular
motion).
We added three items in Wonderland's menu to facilitate the creation of different Newtonian
physics forces: i. Force Field for constant linear force; ii. Rope for force towards a point
(centripetal force), and iii. Velocity Vector for momentary force. We also added a Ramp and
Cube in the Wonderland menu. All the objects created from the menu can be rotated, resized,
and repositioned.
Initially, there is only one virtual ball in Wonderland, and the Wonderland menu has five virtual
tools, i.e., Force Field, Velocity Vector, Rope, Ramp, and Cube. Users can create multiple
instances of the five tools in the Wonderland menu and they appear as virtual objects in the MR
world. These tools allow users to build from the simplest to the most complicated worlds,
affording low-floor (easy to get started), to high-ceiling (opportunities to increase complexity)
and wide-walls (the possibility of several possible solutions) [36] accordingly to the principles of
creative learning.
a)

b)

Force Field

C)

Velocity Vector

d)

Rope

e)

Ramp

Cube

Figure 8. Five virtual tools in Wonderland's menu to allow the user to create different physical
forces and interactions.
The specific behavior of Wonderland's tools is as follows:
i. Force Field (figure 8a): The Force Field is a cube that applies a constant linear force on all the
objects within its boundaries, i.e., a local field. On one of its top corners, the Force Field has a
white sphere, which can be used to reposition, rotate, and resize the Force Field cube. We
created this special white sphere as a manipulation point for the force field because the force
field defines a volume, which can intersect with or contain other Wonderland objects. In order to
avoid confusion between when the user wants to manipulate the force field vs an object inside
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the force field, we add a specific manipulation point to the force field so that the user is only
manipulating the field through the white sphere and any other object inside the force field by
directly interacting with that object.
By rotating the Force Field, users can change the direction of the linear force, and resizing the
Force Field changes the volume impacted by the force. Users can also change the magnitude
of the force by changing a slider value associated with the magnitude of the force. The Force
Field has directional arrows, which reflect the direction and magnitude of the Force Field. For
example, a force field with arrows pointing towards the ground would create a gravitational pull,
and users can adjust the magnitude of the Force Field to match the gravity on Earth, Mars, etc.
ii. Velocity Vector (figure 8b): The Velocity Vector has the visual form of a directional arrow.
Users can resize and rotate the arrow to change the magnitude and direction of the Velocity
Vector respectively. If a user wants to apply an instantaneous force on an object, they can move
the Velocity Vector so that it slightly overlaps with that object. The Velocity Vector adds to the
instantaneous velocity of every object that comes in contact with it. The user can use the
velocity vector to give an initial velocity to objects or change the direction of motion of a moving
object.
iii. Rope (figure 8c): On one of its ends, the Rope has a white spherical hinge, which can be
fixed in the virtual space, while the other end of the Rope is unfixed. The hinge can be used to
re-position, rotate and resize the rope in the MR environment, and the other end can be
connected to other virtual objects. The rope experiences tension (centrifugal force) toward the
fixed end (or the hinge). If the user applies a velocity vector to an object attached to the rope,
the rope can swing in circular or pendulum motion (depending on the other forces in the scene
and the magnitude of the velocity vector)
iv. Ramp (figure 8d): The Ramp can be used to direct the motion of the ball along a straight
path.
v. Cube (figure 8e): The Cube can act as a barrier or building block depending on the needs of
the user.
Force Field, Velocity Vector, and Rope are physics force elements and all objects can intersect
or be superimposed on them, e.g., ramp can be inside a force field, and velocity vectors and
ropes can be attached to other objects. Cube and ramp cannot, however, be overlayed on top of
each other

iii. Visualizations
We paid particular attention to the tools and representations for understanding Newtonian
physics phenomena. Instead of just employing equations, we developed alternate ways of
representing Newtonian mechanics using a set of visuals such as graphs, real-time force and
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velocity vectors, strobe effect, and more. Visualization is a big problem in science learning,
especially Newtonian physics, as users have to imagine the different forces, speeds, and
accelerations of objects. By giving concrete visuals and demonstrations of Newtonian physics,
we provide multiple visual representations for users to interpret and understand Newtonian
physics concepts.
We designed the following visuals to support learning and understanding in Wonderland:
a. Trajectory predictor (Figure 9 and 11a): Before the ball is launched, trajectory predictor helps
the user observe the expected trajectory of the ball after launch.
b. Trail (Figure 10 and 11b): As the ball moves after it has been launched, it leaves a trajectory
(blue line/trail) behind to allow the users to see the path that the ball has traveled through.
c. Strobe effect (Figure 10 and 11c): As the ball moves after it is launched, we create a slightly
transparent virtual snapshot of the ball at fixed intervals of time. Using these snapshots, users
can compare the distance traveled by the ball between fixed time intervals and get an intuition
for the velocity, i.e., rate of change of distance/position, and acceleration of the ball. When the
ball is traveling fast, the snapshots of the ball are spaced out more, compared to when the ball
is traveling slowly. The snapshots produce an effect which is similar to the strobe light pictures
commonly used in physics textbooks to help students visualize the motion of an object.
d. Acceleration and velocity vectors on the strobe balls (Figure 11d): Users can visualize the
acceleration and velocity vectors of the ball on each instance of the strobe ball. Since each
instance of the strobe ball is a snapshot of the ball at equals points in time, the users can
visualize the acceleration and velocity of the ball at different points in time (Figure 11d). The
force and acceleration vectors are drawn as vectors whose sizes and directions are proportional
to the magnitude and direction of velocity and acceleration at different points in time. In
Wonderland, users can experience this virtual strobe light effect in real-time, and the virtual
strobe snapshots also last forever so the learners can see the virtual ball's trajectory at any
point in history.
e. Velocity and acceleration vectors (Figure 11e): Users can also visualize the real-time
acceleration and velocity of the ball on the ball as it travels through the air.
f. Horizontal and vertical velocity components (Figure 11f): Using a vector drawing on the side,
we display the real-time horizontal and vertical components of the ball's velocity along with the
ball's total velocity. This visual helps the user visualize the different components, e.g., horizontal
and vertical, of the ball's velocity when it is traveling in non-linear motion.
g. Graph (Figure 11g): We also plot the magnitude of the velocity and acceleration on a graph
so that users can observe the behavior of the ball over time. For 2D motion, we also plot the
horizontal and vertical velocity and acceleration.
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Figure 9. Predicted trajectory of the ball changes as we change the forces and velocity vector

Figure 10 Trajectory and strobe effect visualizations of the ball show its trajectory and velocity
after launch
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Figure 11: Different physics visualizations used in Wonderland
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3.3 Application Design
i. Interaction Modes
The game has a Play and Edit mode. In the Play mode, the users can visualize the physics of
the ball as it interacts with different Newtonian physics objects in the scene, whereas in Edit
mode, the user can add and edit different Newtonian physics objects in the scene. Wonderland's
Newtonian physics objects are instances of Newtonian physics tools, and the users can add
each Newtonian physics object by selecting its corresponding Newtonian physics tool from
Wonderland's menu.
The game starts by default in the Play mode where users can visualize the physics of the virtual
ball based as it interactions with different virtual Newtonian physics elements in the scene.
During the play mode, the users can also rewind, pause, replay, and speed up/slow down the
ball so that they can carefully observe the changes in the ball's kinematics over time.
In the Edit mode, the ball is a static object, and does not react to any forces, collisions or
velocity vectors, and users can add, reposition, resize, and rotate different virtual objects. The
user can launch the ball using a voice command in the Hololens version and by pressing the
play button in ARKit version. Once the user launches the ball, they switch back to the Play mode
where they cannot edit the ball or any other objects in the scene unless they go back to the Edit
mode.

ii. Puzzle Mode
In order to gamify the Wonderland experience, we also added a special Puzzle mode, which
has one additional menu object, called a Checkpoint. A Checkpoint is a ring-shaped object,
which records if the ball has passed through it. The user/teacher can place a series of ordered
checkpoints to create a Mixed Reality puzzle. To complete the puzzle, the ball must pass
through the checkpoints in the right order in the Play mode. The user can create puzzles for
themselves or for other players in Wonderland. Figure 12 shows an example puzzle for circular
motion in which the checkpoints are arranged in a circular manner.
Problem-based learning has been shown to be useful for learning science [54]. Creating and
solving Wonderland puzzles challenges users to think carefully and creatively about the
Newtonian physics menu objects and thus, encourages constructionist learning in a playful and
interactive environment.
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Figure 12. Checkpoint arranged in a circular manner to create a puzzle that tests circular
motion concepts from Newtonian physics

iii. Collaborative Learning
Both the puzzle and building modes are collaborative since collaboration augments learning [3],
especially creative learning since 'peers' is one of the 4 Ps of creative learning, i.e., Projects,
Peers, Passion and Play [68,86].
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CHAPTER 4.

Implementation

We decided to implement Wonderland for two different platforms: (i) Windows Mixed Reality
using Microsoft Hololens (Hololens version) and (ii) ARKit using iOS devices (ARKit version).
The Hololens version affords an immersive head-worn MR experience, whereas the ARKit
version offers us a little less immersive MR experience than the Hololens, but with more easily
accessible iOS devices. Hololens also affords stable spatial mapping, reliably sharing of 3D
coordinates for shared experiences, and hands-free MR, all of which are limited or non-existent
in ARKit's AR experience. As a result, we used our Hololens version to test collaborative MR
experiences in Wonderland, whereas the ARKit version was used to test physics understanding
at scale in classrooms.
Even though the design and functionality of both the ARKit and Hololens versions were the
same (as described in section 3), the implementation of each of the functionalities was different
in the ARKit and Hololens version because ARKit and Windows Mixed Reality afforded different
user interactions, e.g., voice commands and hand gestures are possible in Hololens, but not on
iOS devices, which mostly use touch input. Compared to the ARKit version, we also added
embodied interactions, spatial mapping, and shared experiences in the Hololens version. The
implementation and development of each of the versions is described below.

4.1 Hololens Version
We used the Microsoft Hololens for our MR experience as the Hololens offers 3D holographic
visualizations on an untethered, wearable form factor as well as user interactions like gaze
input, voice commands, and hand gestures. The devices used in the Hololens version are
shown in Figure 13.

Microsoft Hololens

Object Controller

Arm Controller

Figure 13. The Microsoft Hololens headset (for MR experience) with our Object Controller and
Arm Controller
Wonderland facilitates physical perception in the three ways described below.
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i. Spatial Mapping
We used the spatial mapping capability of the Hololens to scan the 3D physical environment
(Figure 14a) and integrate it in the Mixed Reality world. Integrating a user's physical world into
the MR world allows virtual objects to interact with the physical environment as physical objects
do, e.g., a virtual ball can bounce off physical walls (Figure 14b). Spatial Mapping [93], thus,
facilitates situated learning by tying a person's learning to their real-world environment [10].
When Wonderland starts, the application creates a spatial map of the physical environment.
Using the Spatial Mapping Observer class in Windows Mixed Reality, we can also observe
changes in the physical environment but the meshes are not updated real-time so the changes
in the environment, e.g., moving a rolling chair, may not be reflected right away.
b)

a)

1!A1+
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Figure 14. a) Spatial mapping mesh b) Ball bouncing off real world surfaces.
ii. Arm Controller
We wanted the user to be able to use their own arm movements naturally in MR, which is not
currently possible using the Hololens. To that end, we developed a custom wearable Arm
Controller to integrate the user's physical arm movements for gestural congruence [32] in MR. It
allows the user to use their natural physical arm movements to interact with virtual objects in the
same way as they interact with physical objects. For example, users can play catch by catching
and throwing the virtual ball in the same way as they would play catch/throw a physical ball.
We considered different techniques (Figure 15), such as camera-based and IMU-based ones.
The problem with camera-based methods, such as the Leap motion, openCV, and Vuforia, was
that users had to keep their hands/arm movements confined to the camera view, and could not
move/raise their arm to throw a ball, etc. IMU-based sensors avoid this restriction as the user
does not need to have their hands in front of the camera. Also, unlike outside-in trackers like
Vive lighthouses, IMU-based solutions do not restrict the user to a predetermined physical
space and thus, allow for more mobile experiences. The downside is that positional tracking with
IMU-based sensors can lead to inaccurate results due to drag.
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Different tracking devices also use different means of communicating tracking data, such as
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or wired connection to the computer (and then wireless
transmission to the Hololens). Wired connection to the computer is less desirable than BLE
because using direct connection via BLE, the user would not have to be within the wireless
range of another computer, and thus, the setup allowed more freedom of movement for the user
using a wearable device with direct BLE data transfer to the Hololens.
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Figure 15. Different techniques for tracking arms/hands.
Based on our preference for BLE-based wearable IMU controller, we chose the Figur8 [94]
sensor, which consists of an IMU and a stretch sensor (Figure 16a), to implement the Arm
Controller. The Figur8 sensor directly transmits data to the Hololens via BLE. We mounted the
Figur8 sensor on a wearable compression sleeve, such that the IMU is slightly above the user's
elbow and the stretch sensor is taut over their elbow to detect the bending and movement of the
user's arm (Figure 16a). Using inverse kinematics on data from the Figur8 sensor, we calculate
the movement and motion of the user's physical arm with respect to the user's head. Hololens
already tracks the user's head position so we can use the relative position and movement of the
arm to calculate the position and motion of the arm in global world coordinates. We use this
information about the user's physical arm position and movement to create a virtual arm, which
is identical to the user's physical arms and interacts with virtual objects to create the illusion that
the user is interacting with the virtual objects using their physical arm. Our data processing
model for the Figur8 sensor is based on a joint-and-hinge model, which is extensible to other
joints on user's body for tracking more of user's body parts. Unlike conventional outside-in
trackers as well as computer vision based inside-out tracking, the Arm Controller affords full
mobility in the world and also, the user's arms are not limited to just the camera view.

W
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Figure 16. (a) The arm controller consists of a compression sleeve that can be worn by the user.
(b) to (d) Tracking user's arm movements using the Arm controller. (e) Interacting with virtual
objects using real arm gestures

iii. Object Controller
Virtual objects lack the tangible experience offered by physical objects. On the Hololens, user
interactions with virtual objects are limited to air-taps or other hand gestures without tangible
feedback. We designed a cube-shaped, tangible "Object controller" (Figure 17) for the Hololens
to allow for embodied interactions with virtual objects in MR. The Object Controller is a physical
3D controller that can be used to rotate, reposition, and resize virtual objects in MR in an
embodied way.
The Object Controller has three components: (a) Vuforia markers for position tracking; (b)
Figur8's [94] IMU for rotation tracking, and its stretch sensor for resizing with haptic feedback;
(c) Force Resistive Sensor for touch input, and a vibration motor for haptic feedback.
The Object Controller serves as a tangible placeholder or proxy for virtual objects in MR so that
users can reposition, rotate, and resize virtual objects in the same way as they reposition, rotate
and stretch physical objects (Figure 18). The user can gaze and tap on any of the virtual objects
to connect the Object Controller to that virtual object. Any subsequent motion, i.e., a change in
position and/or rotation, of the Object Controller is reflected in the position and rotation of the
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virtual object, and there is a one-to-one mapping between the controller's and the virtual object's
position and rotation. The Object Controller also has a stretchable tape that the user can pull to
resize the object. The stretchy tape is a stretch sensor that also gives natural haptic feedback to
the user as they pull on the tape to resize a virtual object.
Force Resistive
Sensor

-

vibration Motor
BLE module
Vuforia marker

Stretch Sensor

IMU

Figure 17. The Object controller enables interactions with and manipulations of virtual objects in
a similar way to a computer mouse

a)

b)

-

C)

'4N
Figure 18. a) Reposition b) Rotate c) Resizing objects using object controller.

vi. Other Interactions
We leveraged two of Hololens' built-in interactions: (i) Voice Interactions, (ii) Air-Tap Gestures
for tapping on virtual objects. For example, the user can say "Show menu", and Wonderland's
menu appears with a list of all of Wonderland's tools, like force field, velocity vector, rope, etc.
When the menu appears, the user can tap on the menu items to instantiate one of the tools. The
user can also stop, play, replay and rewind the ball using voice commands, or use the
corresponding buttons in the game menu when the environment is too loud for voice
commands. Table 1 shows a list of all voice interactions:
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Voice commands

Wonderland action

"Launch Ball"

Switches to the Play mode from Edit mode and launches the ball

"Stop Ball"

Freezes the ball in the Play mode

"Reset Ball"

Moves the ball to its initial position at the start of the game,
forgetting all physics interactions that had happened, but still
keeps all the virtual objects in the scene, e.g., rope, ramp, etc

"Rewind Ball"

Keeps the ball in the Play mode, but displays the rewinding U1 so
that users can rewind/drag the ball to any previous point on its
trajectory time and replay the motion at a different/same speed
from there.

"Show Menu"

Shows Wonderland's menu with the five virtual tools -- Force
Field, Velocity Vector, Rope, Ramp, and Cube.

"Hide Menu"

Hide Wonderland's menu with the five virtual tools

"Move Object"

If the user is gazing at an object, the game is switched to the
Build mode and the user can start moving the object with the help
of the Object Controller

"Rotate Object"

If the user is gazing at an object, the game is switched to the
Build mode and the user can start rotating the object with the help
of the Object Controller

"Resize Object"

If the user is gazing at an object, the game is switched to the
Build mode and the user can start resizing the object with the
help of the Object Controller

"Change Magnitude"

This is only relevant for Force Field. If the user is gazing at an
instance of a Force Field object, the game is switched to the Build
mode and the user can change the magnitude of the Force Field
object with the help of a slider that appears on the screen

"Clear all"

Removes all the virtual objects, except for the ball and
checkpoints

Table 1: List of Voice Commands and their respective actions in Wonderland's Hololens version
v Game Play
Figure 19 shows the puzzles created in Wonderland using checkpoints, and the users
collaboratively solving those puzzles using Wonderland's tools, like ramps, force fields, etc.
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Figure 19. a) Circular motion and b) Linear motion puzzles being solved collaboratively
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4.2 ARKit Version (OS)
We designed the ARKit version to make Wonderland more accessible and deployable because
ARKit compatible iOS devices are more commonly used in homes and schools than the
Microsoft Hololens. The capabilities of the iOS devices are much more limited compared to the
Hololens, and thus, we had to design the ARKit interfaces differently from the Hololens. Two of
the key differences between the ARKit and the Windows MR experience on the Hololens are: (i)
ARKit on iOS devices offers a phone-based hand-held experience compared to wearable
head-mounted MR experience on the Hololens; (ii) ARKit does not have good pre-built spatial
mapping, voice interactions, and shared experiences compared to the Hololens, but allows for
touch controls on a 2D screen.
Since the ARKit version is hand-held, we decided that it would be more convenient for users to
press on buttons on a 2D UI rather than use multiple voice commands, which are harder for
users to remember and also do not work well in multi-user loud environments, especially when
other users are also saying interfering voice commands. Therefore, we designed the user
interface (UI) for the ARKit version such that all possible voice interactions from the Hololens
version were possible through the 2D UI in the ARKit version.
Moreover, since the iOS devices are hand-held, it would have been inconvenient for the users to
hold the device while using the Object Controller or Arm Controller. Also, Object and Arm
Controller are custom-made devices and we did not want to assume that the users would have
access to those devices, especially since the main goal for the ARKit version was to ensure that
the maximum number of people had access to the Wonderland experience in MR. Therefore,
we decided not to include the Object and Arm Controller in the ARKit version and made all the
Object and Arm Controller-related interactions possible through touch gestures on the virtual
objects and through the buttons on the 2D UI. The detailed interface design is explained in the
'Interface Design' section below.
We implemented the ARKit spatial mapping capability, but it was not accurate enough and thus,
we decided to remove it to avoid confusions and unstable object behavior. The ARKit version
also does not support shared environment because the ARKit does not provide a pre-built
sharing library and due to lack of time, we did not implement a custom shared experience using
beacons or Vuforia markers for tracking the relative positions of each of the devices in the
shared experience. We plan to make the ARKit version collaborative in the future.
Thus, the ARKit version of Wonderland offers a slightly more limited experience than the
Hololens version. However, the ARKit version uses different interaction to support the same
learning content and possibilities as the Hololens version, e.g., the users can add and
manipulate virtual objects, rewind/pause/play the ball, and view different physics visualizations
in the app. The ARKit version is more widely deployable, especially in schools where teachers
and students already use iPads. Using MR, the students can build and visualize the simulations
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while being in the same physical world as the other students and teachers. Students view of the
real-world is also not blocked by the MR experience since the virtual objects are overlaid on top
of the real world.
We have included a sketch of our software architecture for Wonderland's ARKit Unity app in
Appendix A.
i. Interface Design
We developed two user interface screens for our Play and Edit modes (Figure 20 a and b
respectively). The application is in the landscape mode and the buttons are on the sides or
bottom to allow for easy access by the user's left and right thumbs while the user is holding the
device.
The game starts in the Play mode by default, where the user can do the following using the
buttons in the Play mode UI (Figure 20a):
(i) add more objects
(ii) rewind, pause and replay the simulation
(iii) toggle the graphs related to the ball's physics
(iv) visualize the horizontal, vertical and total velocity and acceleration of the ball on a graph and
2D vector diagram.
The aforementioned actions are also supported in the Hololens version, and we designed the
ARKit UI to support the same learning content and exploration possibilities in the ARKit version
as in the Hololens version.
When the user selects an object by tapping it, the UI switches to the Edit mode (Figure 20b)
where users can reposition, resize or rotate the objects using touch gestures (pinch/zoom for
resizing, dragging for repositioning, and two-finger rotation for rotating) or using the button and
slider interface. Since 3D movement is not possible on the 2D screen of the iOS devices, the
button and slider interface allows for more precise rotation, resizing, and repositioning of virtual
objects along one or more of the 3 axes. The user can select either the rotate, resize, or
reposition button, and then select one or more axes along which they would like to perform the
selected rotation, resizing, and repositioning action.
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Figure 20. a) Play UI to visualize the ball as it is moving and experiencing the physics forces of
the virtual Newtonian physics elements, e.g., force field, velocity vector, etc; b) Edit UI to allow
users to reposition, rotate, and resize objects along 3 different axes using toggle buttons and a
slider. The edits are applied to the object selected by the user, and the Edit UI can also be used
to delete the selected virtual object (except for the virtual ball)
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CHAPTER 5.

Experiments and Discussion

We wanted to evaluate different experiences in Wonderland - from user engagement to
problem-solving, from collaborative learning to learning in MR, and from conceptual learning to
physics modeling. We focused our experiment # 1 on user engagement, problem solving,
collaborative learning and learning in MR, and used our Hololens version of Wonderland to
conduct this experiment as the Hololens version allows for a more immersive and collaborative
MR learning experience compared to the ARKit, which is mostly aimed to enable large-scale
deployment.
We used the ARKit version in experiment # 2 to test conceptual learning and physics modeling
using questions from the Force Concept Inventory (FCI), which is a set of 30 questions
commonly used to evaluate conceptual physics understanding for introductory Newtonian
physics courses. The ARKit version of Wonderland does not afford a head-worn immersive and
embodied experience interactions, but it allows for all the different modeling tools, simulations,
and visualizations designed for Wonderland. Wonderland's ARKit experience was sufficient to
test conceptual understanding and modeling capabilities of the subjects as both conceptual
understanding and modeling capabilities rely mostly on the simulations, modeling tools, and
visualizations available in the ARKit version. Also, we wanted to run experiment # 2 on a larger
scale in a classroom setting and since ARKit compatible iOS devices are more easily accessible
and deployable in schools, we decided to use the ARKit version for experiment # 2.
We tested the two versions of Wonderland with a variety of audiences (with/without physics
experience), different age groups (7th graders to people > 40 years ago), and in different group
settings (individuals, small groups of 2-3 people, and a small classroom of up to 10 people). The
subjects enjoyed engaging with and solving puzzles collaboratively using Wonderland's
Hololens version. Also, our results from our ARKit experiment show that the subjects found
Wonderland's visuals and simulations helpful in reinforcing their conceptual Newtonian physics
understanding and modeling capabilities.The detailed design and results from our experiments
are described below.

5.1 Experiment # 1: Evaluating the Mixed Reality Experience (Hololens)
I. Design
We designed a preliminary experiment to evaluate the user experience in Wonderland. Since
enabling constructionist learning is our primary goal for Wonderland, we decided to focus on the
problem-solving and collaborative learning components of Wonderland. We used the Puzzle
mode in Wonderland to build three puzzles, which targeted three different motions that are
taught in basic Newtonian physics: Circular Motion (Puzzle 1), Linear Motion (Puzzle 2) and
Projectile Motion (Puzzle 3). Figure 21 shows the relative positions of the checkpoints for each
puzzle.
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Figure 21. Three puzzles created by arranging virtual checkpoints to test a) Circular Motion, b)
Linear Motion, and c) Projectile Motion. The left side images show the puzzle whereas the right
side ones show one possible solutions for each puzzle - a) Circular Motion (using rope and
velocity vector); b) Linear Motion (using a downward Force Field, two Ramps, and a Velocity
Vector); c) Projectile Motion (using a downward Force Field, and a Velocity Vector)

In order to solve each of the puzzles, the users had to intuitively understand the Newtonian
physics concepts associated with the five virtual items in Wonderland's menu, and be able to
apply those concepts to circular motion, linear motion, and projectile motion. For Puzzle 1
(Circular Motion), the user had to notice that since the checkpoints are arranged in a circular
orbit, the ball needs a centripetal force. This centripetal force can be created by attaching the
ball to a Rope object, and giving the ball an initial velocity that is perpendicular to the rope so
that the virtual ball starts swinging in a circular motion. To solve Puzzle 2 (Linear Motion), the
user could place the inclined ramps between the checkpoints and create a full-scale downward
Force Field to resemble gravity (since there is no gravity by default in the world, and without a
downward force, the ball does not move down the ramps). For Puzzle 3 (Projectile Motion), in
addition to the downward gravity-like Force Field, the user needed a Velocity Vector to launch
the ball at an angle such as that it follows a parabolic path, i.e., projectile motion. The three
puzzles and their respective solutions are shown in figure 21.
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We have only mentioned one of the possible solutions to each puzzle of the three above, but
there are multiple possible solutions. For example, the Linear motion puzzle can be solved
without the force field, and just using accurate placement of velocity vectors.
We conducted the experiment with two participants at a time to evaluate the collaborative
learning experience in Wonderland. The two participants shared a common Mixed Reality world,
and had a total of 30 minutes to solve the three puzzles. We gave only one Object Controller to
each participant pair to encourage more collaboration and interaction between participants. We
did not include the virtual arm in the experiment as solving the puzzles mostly involves
manipulating virtual objects, which was possible using the Object Controller. The virtual arm is
relevant in more playful scenarios, e.g., when users play catch in Wonderland. We decided that
it was simpler and more efficient for the users to only use the Object Controller since the goal of
the experiment was not to evaluate a specific type of interaction, but to analyze the overall
learning experience in Mixed Reality.

ii. Results
We had a total of 30 participants (22 female and 8 male; 8 in the age group 16-20, 21 in the age
group 20-35, and 1 above 35). 28 participants performed the study in pairs, and the remaining 2
performed the study individually because of scheduling conflicts. The two people in each trial
were paired based on their time availability. As we were observing the study, we noticed that
despite some problems with the Hololens, most participants were having a lot of fun. They were
solving puzzles lying down on the floor, playing around with the different Newtonian physics
elements, and high-fiving each other. We presented our participants with a post-study survey,
which had six five-point Likert scale type responses and three open-ended question. Figure 22
shows the results for the six Likert scale type responses, which can be categorized as follows:
i. Engagement: Our subjects were thoroughly engaged in Wonderland, 28 (93.3%) out of the 30
participants agreed (20%) or strongly agreed (73.3%) that they 'would like to use Wonderland
with someone else they know' (figure 22a). Moreover, 26 (86.6%) of our participants agreed
(25%) or strongly agreed (70%) that they 'liked being in a 3D Wonderland' (figure 22b).
ii. Learning: The participants found the puzzles to have educational value as 27 (90%) of them
agreed (23.3%) or strongly agreed (66.7%) that 'people unfamiliar with much
mathematics/physics can learn something in Wonderland' (figure 22c). The three Newtonian
physics puzzles were designed to test the intuitive Newtonian physics understanding of the
users. All of our participants were able to solve the puzzles, but as we discuss in the discussion
section, we did not do a formal evaluation of the subjects' physics learning through
conceptual/numerical tests.
Problem-solving: All of our participants not only solved all the three puzzles, but also enjoyed
solving those puzzles. 29 (96.6%) of them agreed (13.3%) or strongly agreed (83.3%) that
'Wonderland can make problem-solving fun' (figure 22d), and 25 (83.3%) agreed (6.7%) or
ii.
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strongly agreed (76.7%) that they 'would like to solve more puzzles in Wonderland' (figure 22e).
Different users also either built or stated different possible solutions to the same puzzle, which
showed that they were creatively thinking about Wonderland's tools and puzzles.
iv. Collaboration: During the study, we observed that partners collaborated effectively to
problem-solve. The users were in the same MR environment and not only exchanged ideas for
solving the puzzles, but also pointed at different objects and concepts to discuss them with their
partners. In the post-study survey, out of the 28 participants who did the study with another
partner, 26 (92.8%) agreed (14%) or strongly agreed (78.6%) that 'having a partner made
Wonderland fun' (figure 22f).
v. Creative Learning: We included an optional open-ended question in the survey for our
subjects to design their own Wonderland puzzles. We were pleasantly surprised to see the
overwhelmingly diverse responses from subjects. The participants suggested everything from
magnetic fields to anti-gravity objects, from pong games to pool halls, and from smiley shaped
checkpoint arrangement to tornado-like spirals and vortices (figure 23). We believe that these
drawings are a testament that Wonderland can encourage creative world building for
constructionist learning.
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Figure 22. Results from our survey with 30 participants. The responses were based on a 5-point
Likert scale: Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. Charts a) to f)
each correspond to one question on our post-study survey.
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Figure 23. Selected user sketches of new Wonderland puzzles in response to an optional
post-survey question. These sketches signify that world-building in Wonderland's constructionist
environment triggers creative thinking and learning in users.
We also had two more open-ended optional questions for people to mention their most and least
favorite parts of Wonderland. For most people, the least favorite part was Hololens' narrow field
of view, and when we had technical problems with the Hololens, e.g., bad connectivity and low
battery. Compared to the responses for the least favorite part, we had a lot more responses for
the most favorite part. Here are the responses coded into categories:
i. Graphics: 'the previous trajectories of the ball'; '3D holograms'; 'seeing the live trajectory
feedback'.
ii. Simulations: 'Seeing the ball launch!'; 'Seeing it all move around'; 'controlling so many
aspects of physics' 'Being able to see trajectories and change forces'; 'seeing how all the
objects worked, it made it very intuitive'; 'being able to see it all happen in real 3D was pretty
cool'.
iii. Mixed Reality: 'The fact you could mix virtual and real objects'; 'I enjoyed being able to walk
in an environment that was much more colorful and interactive than the original room seemed.
iv. Collaboration: 'doing it with a partner'; 'Working in teams'.
v. Problem-solving: 'The puzzley aspect in 3D was pretty cool.'; 'planning the solution.'; 'The
problem-solving involved'; 'thinking about different solutions to the same puzzle.'; 'having
absolute freedom and being creative'

iii. Discussion
We observed that Wonderland did engage the subjects in creative and collaborative
problem-solving. The subjects were completely engaged and found the study to be fun as they
were constantly chatting and laughing, while playing around with the virtual objects. It seemed to
trigger people's creative thought process as all the participants voluntarily sketched new puzzles
and brainstormed their solutions at the end.
There were two potential problems with the experiment:
(i) the positive user experiences could have been because of the novelty effect of the Hololens
experience since most subjects were using the Hololens for the first time. However, we noticed
that it was not the Hololens particularly because the subjects were engaged not just because of
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the immersive MR experience but also because of interactions with the Objects Controller as
well as the unique physics visualizations. We believe that the head-mounted MR experience
allowed users to visualize and play with the physics phenomena that is usually hidden from
them, and it was not necessarily the Hololens that excited, but physics that engage the users.
(ii) we did not formally evaluate whether participants increased their understanding of physics as
a result of the experiments. The goal of this experiment was to engage users with the
Newtonian physics tools and visualizations in Wonderland, and to evaluate their ability to use
the tools for solving physics puzzles by building their own worlds. We implicitly observed physics
problem-solving by giving subjects different physics puzzles and having them intuitively apply
physics reasoning and concepts to solve those puzzles using Newtonian physics tools. The
subjects engaged and experimented with different tools, and noticed different physics and
mathematics patterns. In our next experiment, we present subjects with physics concept
questions to explicitly evaluate Wonderland's role in changing people's Newtonian physics
understanding.

5.2 Experiment # 2: Evaluating FCI-based Physics Understanding (ARKit)
i. Design
In this second experiment, our main goal was to evaluate how Wonderland could affect learners'
conceptual physics understanding. However, we still did not want to necessarily focus on the
user's ability to solve and derive equations, but instead, wanted to test their "conceptual
understanding". This is because as a physics undergrad and Teaching Assistant for four years, I
saw firsthand that the conceptual misunderstandings were a bigger a problem in physics than
mathematical capabilities. In fact, conceptual misunderstanding often led people to use the
wrong set of equations, thinking that they were 'bad in physics' when in fact they had trouble
Research shows that conceptual
understanding and deciphering the question.
misunderstandings are one of the biggest reasons behind poor performance in physics [75],
including Newtonian physics [50], and addressing conceptual problems, i.e., "conceptual
focusing" [9], can be helpful in improving physics understanding. Therefore, we aimed to use
Wonderland's visuals and Newtonian physics models to evaluate whether they change the
conceptual understanding of physics among subjects. We did not use collaborative learning or
the Object Controller since we had already evaluated those with the Hololens experiment.
We used our ARKit version on a 9.7 inch iPad to evaluate the individual user experience in a
one-on-one setting (Study # 1) as well as in a classroom (multi-user) setting (Study # 2). iPads
are more accessible than the Microsoft Hololens and were easier to deploy in our big study
group (n=20) in a classroom setting.
a. Chioosing FCI questions
We wanted a formal way of evaluating physics understanding. The Force Concept Inventory [28]
has been commonly used to evaluate understanding of Newtonian physics concepts.
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We selected 13 questions from the FCI to evaluate understanding of the following concepts.:
1. Velocity and Acceleration through position (Strobe effect in Wonderland is similar to
the visuals used in these questions since the questions show snapshots of the moving
objects at equal intervals of time. Figure 24 shows an example of a FCI question related
to this category)
2. 1 D Constant Force (1 D acceleration)
3. 2D Velocity and Impulse (Momentary Force, Superposition principle, Zero force)
4. 2D Constant Force (Constant force, projectile motion)
5. Circular Motion
The positions of two blocks at successive 0.20-second time intervals are represented by the
numbered squares in the figure below. The blocks are moving toward the right.
1

1

2

2

3

4

3

5

4

5

6

6

7

7

6

Do the blocks ever have the same speed?
(A) No.
(B) Yes, at instant 2.
(C) Yes, at instant 5.
(D) Yes, at instants 2 and 5.
(E) Yes, at some time during the interval 3 to 4.
Figure 24: Example question from the FCI about analyzing "Velocity and Acceleration
through position"
The questions were selected to accommodate a diverse set of concepts for meaningful
simulations and modeling in Wonderland. For example, we did not select the questions testing
Newton's Third law of motion (every motion has an equal and opposite reaction) as the third law
does not yield as interesting simulations as the first and second law. Also, compared to the third
law, the first and second laws deal with changes in force, speed, velocity, and acceleration
change over time, and thus, mathematical concepts of differentials, integrals and graphs are
more directly applicable and relevant. Moreover, we wanted to test the first and second law first,
and reserve more advanced concepts like the superposition principle, third law of motion and
other physics forces (such as solid and fluid contact) shown in figure 25 for later. Figure 25
shows the full list of the physics concepts for different questions in FCI [28], and we have
highlighted the questions selected for our study using a red box. We selected gravity from the
'other forces' section in Figure 25 since gravity is commonly experienced by students in their
daily lives, e.g., when they throw a ball. The full list of questions is in Appendix B.
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Figure 25. Selected questions (highlighted in red boxes) and corresponding concepts [28]
Order in our test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Order in recent FCI [92]
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Order in 1992 FCl [28]

20
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8

16

24

25
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4

1. Velocity & acceleration
2. 1 D Constant force
3. 2D Velocity & Impulse
4. 2D Constant force
5. Circular motion
Table 2: Order of our test questions and their corresponding concepts in the FCI
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Since we wanted the students to progressively learn the concepts for each of the questions in
Wonderland, we reordered the questions so that they slowly progress through the concepts. The
questions in FCI are ordered differently as the test is mostly used for evaluating and not
necessarily teaching, while in the case of Wonderland we are also attempting to teach them,
hence the progression from simple to complex concepts. The questions and concepts are
ordered as shown in Table 2.
b. Conceptual Understanding
As mentioned earlier, the goal of this experiment was to evaluate Wonderland's impact on the
conceptual understanding of students. We designed the questionnaire for our study not just to
include the letter responses for the FCI questions, but also to ask the students to 'Explain their
choice' along with each letter choice. Once the student answered each question, they could
interact with a scene modeled to represent each problem in Wonderland. After interacting with
the Wonderland model, the subjects re-answered the FCI question and explained how and why
their understanding of the concept changed.
c. Modeling Understanding
After the 13 FCI questions, we included an additional FCI question to test the subjects' ability to
model concepts in Wonderland themselves. The additional question was selected because even
though the question is seemingly more difficult because of the complicated and confusing way it
is worded, the trick is that it can be simplified to a similar model as problem # 8 about projectile
motion in our survey. Again, for this question, the subjects first answered the question and
explained their reasoning, but unlike the previous 13 questions, the user does not see the model
in Wonderland, but in fact is asked to sketch the model and visuals in Wonderland. The user
then re-answers the question and explains if their answer/understanding changed.
The additional question is used to test two things:
(i) The students' ability to model problems in Wonderland: We presented the user with pre-built
problems for the previous 13 questions. This question evaluates whether students can learn to
build the models themselves.Modeling is one of the key challenges in physics/math learning as
users have to translate word problems to models before they can solve the problem using
equations. Improving users' ability to model and represent problems improves their physics
understanding and performance [9]. Wonderland provides simple and diverse tools to help users
model a wide range of Newtonian physics problems so that Wonderland can be flexibly used to
learn and observe Newtonian physics concepts in constructionist ways.
(ii) The users' ability to reuse their Wonderland knowledge without having to rely on Wonderland
simulations necessarily: As explained in the Introduction, our goal is not to make users
dependent on Wonderland, but to allow them to learn the main concepts and problem-solving
techniques, which could be applied without necessarily needing Wonderland's simulations.
Since the subjects have already seen a similar simulation in problem # 8, the purpose of this
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question is to evaluate whether they can model the problem and re-use their knowledge from a
previously seen similar simulation.
d. Wonderland Models in the Questionnaire
We give the subjects pre-built models in Wonderland so that we can evaluate the effectiveness
of the visuals and simulations in Wonderland. Figure 27 shows the paper-based models for
different questions, and Figure 26 shows the visual representation of velocity vector and force
field. Before showing the FCI questions and models to the subjects, we show them the image in
Figure 26 so that they could familiarize themselves with the visuals for force field, velocity
vector, strobe ball, trail, etc. Figure 28 shows the representation of each of the Figure 27 models
in Wonderland's ARKit version. The initial design sketches for these models are in Appendix C.

Velocity vector = Momentary impulse/push for
initial velocity, but no force

Force field = Constant force In one

direction inside the colored region

Figure 26: Visual key for 2 different tools in Wonderland, i.e., Velocity vector (left) and Force
Field (right)
e. Pre-study Survey
The pre-experiment survey included questions to learn about the subjects as well as their
physics education. The entire questionnaire was on Google Forms. The pre-study questions and
their respective options are as follows:
1. Gender: Male, Female, Prefer not to disclose, Other (please state)
2. Age group: <20; 2-35; >35
3. Have you taken an introductory physics course: Never, Less than a year ago, In the last
five years; In the last 5-10 years; More than 10 years ago
4. When did you last take a physics course: Never, Less than a year ago, In the last five
years; In the last 5-10 years; More than 10 years ago
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Figure 27: Paper-based models for different FCI problems to use with the control group.
Paper-based models are representative of the static drawings used for teaching physics in
classrooms. These models are similar to the models for Wonderland's simulations, except that
they are not simulated so we may evaluate user performance without Wonderland's simulation
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a) Scene 1 (Problem 1)

b) Scene 2 (Problem 2)

a) Scene 3 (Problem 3)

b) Scene 4 (Problem 4)

a) Scene 5 (Problem 5,7)

b) Scene 6 (Problem 6)
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a) Scene 7 (Problem 8)

b) Scene 8 (Problem 9,10)

a) Scene 9 (Problem 11, 12)

b) Scene 10 (Problem 13)

Figure 28: Wonderland ARKit simulation models for different FCI problems in the questionnaire
f. Post-study Questionnaire
In addition to the questions related to physics, the post-experiment survey also included the
following open-ended questions to evaluate the user's experience with the application in
general. The questions specifically ask the subjects about their experience with the different
visuals and tools used in Wonderland as we wanted to know which ones were useful and which
ones were not.
1. What do you think about the following features of Wonderland? Were they helpful?
Anything you'd like us to do to make them better?
(i) Graphs; (ii) Strobe and velocity vectors on the graphs; (iii) The tools in Wonderland,
e.g., force field, velocity vector; (iv) Rewinding interface; (v) Anything else
2. What was the most/least helpful part of Wonderland?
3. What more would you like to see in Wonderland?
4. Do you think Wonderland can be used by students/teachers?
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ii. Pilot Study
We conducted a pilot study for this experiment in which we ran two versions of the study in
order to evaluate the experimental setup with a smaller set of subjects before our final
experiment. In particular, we were interested in evaluating whether we should have the subjects
answer all FCI questions first and then show them the Wonderland setup for each of the
questions as they re-answer each question, or we should have them answer one question at a
time and immediately show them the Wonderland model for them to re-answer the question.
We create two versions of our study: (i) in version # 1, we asked all of the selected FCI
questions first, then showed the Wonderland simulations for all of these questions and finally
asked the subjects to re-answer the FCI questions again; (ii) in version # 2, as soon as the
subjects answered each FCI question, we showed them the corresponding Wonderland
simulation and had them answer the question again. In other words, in version 2, we showed
the simulation for each question after they answered that specific question instead of making the
subjects go through all the questions and then showing them the simulations for all questions
together.
We noticed that in version # 1, participants rushed to finish the simulation and tended to answer
questions the same way as they had done before, whereas in version # 2, when they saw the
simulation right after answering each question, they took a closer look at the simulation and then
re-answered the question, often in a different way. As a result, we decided to adopt the
question-by-question version, i.e., version 2, for our experiment.
iii. Study # 1 Individual User: Results
We conducted two studies for the FCI-based evaluation. Study one was done with 5 participants
in the age group 20-35 (3 females; 2 males) at the MIT Media Lab. All of these people had taken
a physics course more than one but less than 5 years ago. Thus, the concepts were not new to
them, but they were not fresh in their minds.
Before viewing the Wonderland simulations, the 5 subjects had an average of 2.2 wrong
answers (variance = 2.56) for the 14 questions in the FCI survey. After seeing Wonderland's
simulations, the average number of wrong responses dropped to 0.8 (variance = 1.36), i.e.,
more than 63% reduction in the number of wrong answers. The quantitative results are not
statistically significant due to the small number of study participants, but we carefully analyzed
the impact of Wonderland's simulations on each subjects' conceptual physics understanding.
After seeing the simulations, the subjects had clearer and more correct explanations for their
chosen answers to the FCI questions. For example, for Problem # 5, before seeing the
simulation, one of the subjects answered, 'Since there is a swift quick, I assume the ball does
not accelerate'. Whereas after seeing the simulation, the same subject wrote, 'I wasn't sure
before if there was any acceleration but the animation showed that the velocity changed
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instantaneously'. Also, for Problem # 13 (ball flying out of circular motion), another subject wrote
before seeing the simulation, 'There is only a radial component to the force so it should fly
outwards'. After seeing the simulation, the same subject explained, 'The velocity vector is what
determines where the ball should fly off as the animation shows'. Even though the subject did
not change their answer for Problem 13, their wrong understanding about the 'radial force' was
fixed as they acknowledged that it is the velocity, not the radial force that makes the ball fly
outwards (there is not radial force!).
We kept the number of users in our studies small so that we could do a detailed qualitative
analysis of Wonderland's impact on each subject's conceptual physics understanding because
our main focus in this experiment was to evaluate the changes in user's physics understanding
as a result of using Wonderland. The impact of Wonderland's different components on user
experience and physics understanding is summarized below:
a. Situlations
Even though most students already knew the physics concepts, they claimed that the
simulations further reinforced and clarified the concepts and made them more memorable: "I
wasn't sure before if there was any acceleration but the animation showed that the velocity
changed instantaneously". Also, "understanding was reinforced by the visuals (the plot + the red
and green arrows near each ball)". The subjects mentioned that it was easier for them to
visualize the scenario than just read about it and have to imagine it, "it helps to make
imagination of exercises easier".
One of the subjects also mentioned that, "this is a major step up from the same simulations all
the schools me and my friends attended have been using since 2006 or so. We always used
these simulations from u colorado with visuals clearly made in the 2000's."
b. Graphs
The graphs helped the subjects verify the changing speed and acceleration: "The graphs show
that once the speed increases, it will stay at that speed since no other forces decrease it". Also,
"The graphs were useful for providing concise quantitative and qualitative information."
c. Force and Velocity Vectors on the Strobe Balls
Force and velocity vectors on the strobe balls were one of the popular features: "I think this was
most helpful, if displayed directly on the ball as opposed to the trajectory throughout time". A lot
of subjects referred to it as the most useful feature: "vectors at different intervals".
A lot of subjects stated that they found the length and direction of the force and velocity vectors,
especially with respect to each other, to be very helpful. Subjects mentioned that it was useful to
see the velocity of the ball at different points on the strobe balls to see how the velocity was
changing over time. The relative length of the velocity vectors made it easy to visualize the
changing speed over time.
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The subjects were also able to visualize and understand the relationship between the
magnitude and direction of velocity and acceleration using the force and velocity vectors. One of
the subjects pointed out, "The force and velocity vectors on the strobe balls were really helpful
especially when they were pointing in opposite directions to compare the direction of force and
velocity, and its impact on the changing magnitude of velocity". Another one said, "Being able to
verify the speed increasing definitely helps the perception of acceleration".
Users used the force and velocity vectors to reason several of their answers, "The velocity
vectors all have the same length so it shows the speed didn't change". These visuals were
particularly helpful to identify when there was a force/acceleration: "The force is no longer
applied so the speed is constant".
d. Rewinding Interface

The rewinding interface was also considered as one of the most useful features: "the most
helpful parts were the trajectory, the plot, and the ability to seek through the animation (instead
of only replaying it), and "strobes and interval by interval graphs and playthroughs".
Users used the rewinding interface several times, and we quote one of them, "Being able to
rewind, replay and move the ball using the slider made it easy to review the concept and
understand it more clearly and slowly".
e. Mixed Reality

One of the users pointed out that, "(Wonderland) makes it easy to use simulations in classrooms
as the view of the teacher and the classroom is not obstructed". Therefore, it was helpful to
overlay the virtual objects on top of the user's real world instead of another virtual environment,
e.g., a black screen or an empty 3D room, as the AR experience allows the user to be
co-present in their real-world environment.
f. Learning to Model and Solve Problems using Wonderland tools

All five users were able to model the additional problem in Wonderland and they were also able
to apply their understanding from the previous parts to answer this question: "From the lesson
that I learned in the other question, the force of gravity starts acting immediately on the bowling
ball when it is released from the plane.". Figure 29 shows some of the user sketches for the
problem.
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Figure 29: Some of the subjects' sketches for the modeling problem
g. Tools in Wonderland (Force Field, Velocity Vector, etc)
Even though we did not require the subjects to specifically use the tools like the force field and
velocity vectors, they mentioned that our Newtonian physics tools were comprehensive:
"encompasses pretty much all I can think of for kinematics and drawing free body diagrams".
Moreover, the subjects tried changing the size, direction and position of the force and velocity
vectors to further improve their understanding of the related concepts, even though they did not
need to explore the different tools to answer the specific questions since we had already
pre-built the models for them, "I appreciated that you could adjust velocity vector magnitude and
then play that out". Our subjects' curiosity to try different possibilities showed that these tools
trigger exploratory learning by the subjects.
AdditionalFeedback and Suggestions
The subjects gave us other suggestions for fixing minor features in the application, e.g., legends
for graphs, making virtual objects a little farther away in front of the user (z-axis) so that the user
does not have to scoot back to see the complete visualization, etc. We incorporated all of these
suggestions in the app before study # 2. The detailed user feedback is attached as Appendix D,
where we show a color-coded table for the suggestions and how we dealt with each of the
suggestions/feedback.
iv. Study # 2 Classroom Setting: Design
Compared to study # 1, which was conducted with individual subjects, the goal of this study was
to conduct an experiment in a classroom setting so that we could evaluate the possibility of
Wonderland being used in a classroom by educators. We chose to go with students who had no
background in physics because our participants in study # 1 already had experience with
physics and we wanted to try Wonderland with a completely different study group to maximize
our learning.
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We chose to conduct our study with 7th graders, who have no prior physics education, and thus,
they would have to learn every concept from scratch in Wonderland. The next logical study
group after college students (study # 1) may have been high school students, since they are
starting to study physics, but we chose 7th graders because we do not want to restrict
Wonderland to subjects who already have some physics/mathematics understanding. 7th
graders would be learning about physics for the first time in Wonderland and thus, represented
a study group that we could learn a lot from.
We conducted our study with 20 7th graders from Thomas Blake Middle School in Medfield, MA,
and the study spanned about 60 minutes. We randomly divided the 20 students into two groups
of 10 students each - one Wonderland group and another control group. The Wonderland group
and control group both got the same set of 13 FCI questions mentioned before and listed in
Appendix B. The first time each subject in a group saw a question, they were asked to answer it
and explain their choice. After the initial responses to each question, subjects in both groups
re-answered the question with Wonderland's paper-based model (Figure 27) for that question
and explained how their choice/understanding changed. Compared to the control group, the
Wonderland group also played with Wonderland simulations of those models so that we could
compare the differences between learning with Wonderland's simulations and learning without
Wonderland's simulations. We designed the experiment so that the control group experiences
traditional teaching methods, i.e., static models and graphs. Whereas the Wonderland group
uses the same static graphs and models used by the control group along with the simulations of
those models in our Wonderland app. The goal of the experiment was to evaluate the
usefulness of Wonderland's playful and interactive simulations in improving physics
understanding.
6
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Figure 30: Paper sheet for students to indicate their responses
For both groups, we gave every subject a sheet of paper (Figure 30), which could be folded or
flipped to show each of A, B, C, D and E letters. Each FCI question has 5 options (A to E) and
after the subjects submitted their answer for each question, the experiment conductor asked the
subjects to use that sheet of paper to indicate their choices so that the experiment conductor
could gauge 7th graders' physics intuition based on their right/wrong answers. The 7th graders
had no previous knowledge of physics so we thought it would be helpful to know in real-time
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what their intuitive understanding and misconceptions were. Also, after sharing their answers,
subjects could also explain their answers to encourage a more class-like sharing and discussion
of problems, instead of an isolated experience for each student.
iv. Study # 2 (Classroom Setting): Results
In the allotted time of 60 minutes, the Wonderland group completed only 7 out of the 13
questions in the FCI test because they were interacting with Wonderland's simulations, whereas
the control group finished all 13 questions. In the control group, there was only a 20% increase
(from 10 to 12) in the number of correct answers for the first 7 questions after seeing the
paper-based models, and 16% increase (from 17 to 20) in the number of correct answers for all
13 questions. For the Wonderland group, the total number of correct answers for the whole
group doubled from 9 to 18, i.e., a 100% increase in the number of correct answers, after the
subjects saw Wonderland's simulations.
Due to the small sample size (n=10 for control and Wonderland group), the quantitative results
are not statistically significant, but below, we do a detailed analysis of our qualitative results,
which show how Wonderland's different features influenced the conceptual understanding of the
subjects.
Based on the subjects' survey responses, we noticed that the Wonderland group, who played
with Wonderland's simulations, had clearer conceptual physics explanations for their answers
compared to the control group. For example, for Problem # 4 in which a ball was thrown
upwards under the influence of downward pointing gravity, one subject's response before seeing
the graphs was, 'Because the force of gravity punches down'. After seeing the simulation, the
subject's explanation was, 'I chose c because the downward force is decreasing the speed of
the ball causing it to fall back down and is a constant force pushing it downwards back to the
ground', which shows that the users were clearer on not just the forces, but also on the
influence of the force and its direction on velocity. There were several other explanation in the
study response, which showed that compared to paper-based explanations/models,
Wonderland's simulations were better at improving subjects' conceptual physics understanding.
The ARKit version of Wonderland was also very engaging for the subjects as students
continued to play with Wonderland's simulations even when they had answered the related
question and were asked to move on. The students did not just use the simulations to answer
our specific questions, but also used the simulations to carefully observe the graphs, trajectory,
speed, and acceleration at different points while rewinding and moving the ball from one point to
another. For example, even though question # 1 was just about speed, one of the students
noticed the acceleration, "Ball one is accelerating, while ball two is staying at a constant rate."
This shows that the subjects were exploring concepts beyond the concept required to answer
the specific survey question.
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Below I have listed the detailed feedback received regarding each of Wonderland's features and
how different features helped students with conceptual physics understanding:
a. Graphs
Graphs were one of the most helpful parts of the experience for the subjects, possibly because
people are very familiar with graphs and know how to interpret them. Also, graphs show the
behavior of objects over time so subjects can see the trends. Here are some selected
comments from the subjects about graphs: The graphs helped the student understand some
concepts - "On the graph, there is a part where the two lines meet. When they cross, their
speeds are equal"; "The graph and diagram show that the horizontal speed stays constant while
the vertical speed increases"; "The graph shows that the vertical speed is increasing, making
this the answer". Some students thought that the graphs were the most useful features and one
of them pointed out that, "I thought it was helpful and kind of showed the difference between
velocity and acceleration", and "It was nice to see the graphs move and made it easier to
understand".
b. Force and Velocity Vectors on the Strobe
For some subjects, this was initially a difficult visual to understand because it is not a
conventional one "It was confusing at first but now I know what they all mean", but several
subjects pointed out that, "It was interesting and showed velocity."
c. Rewinding Interface
The rewinding Interface was most frequently used by the students, who made comments like,
"Nice being able to see it over and over again", and "Was useful to slow things down".
d. Visual understanding
The subjects particularly found it useful to visualize problems and pointed out that the visuals
made the problems and concepts more memorable, and helping them apply the same concepts
to different problems, e.g., how does a constant force or instantaneously velocity interact with
objects. One of the subjects pointed out, "I think it is very cool and helped me learn because I'm
more of a visual learner and I don't always understand or comprehend just talking and words on
a paper". Another one said, "With the visual example I understood better" and similarly,
"Wonderland was fun because it gave us a way to see the example really happen". The visuals
also helped subjects understand deeper concepts like vertical and horizontal velocity, "The
diagram shows that the rocket would maintain the same horizontal speed, while still going
vertically."
e. Conceptual Clarity
The subjects in general developed clearer concepts. The 7th graders knew nothing about
velocity and acceleration, but after our 60-minute study, they mentioned they had "a better
understanding of velocity", and their answers and explanations showed that they started to
understand the difference between velocity and acceleration, and also the relationship between
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the velocity and acceleration, especially when acceleration was zero versus when acceleration
was constant, "the ball's velocity went down but the acceleration never changed" and "I chose c
because the downward force is decreasing the speed of the ball causing it to fall back down and
is a constant force pushing it downwards back to the ground". Moreover, the subjects were
wrongly assuming different force that were not there, and the Wonderland models clarified
which forces were/were not there, and the subjects made comments like, "There is nothing
holding it back."
Additional feedback
One of the recommendations for Wonderland was that we add definitions for velocity and
acceleration, which was a useful comment and we have integrated it in the app. We now have
an initial introduction screen that explains each of tools, e.g., velocity vector and force field.
Subjects also mentioned that would like to see more graphs and concepts to understand in
Wonderland, and all the subjects pointed out that Wonderland would be helpful in classrooms
for teachers and students.

v. Discussion
In both the studies, we conducted our experiments with a small study group (<10 subjects for
each experimental condition) because we wanted to focus more on the user experience and
changes in conceptual understanding of subjects, instead of just a quantitative analysis of the
changes in physics scores. Due to our small study groups, our quantitative results, though
positive, are not statistically significant. However, we did a detailed qualitative analysis of the the
impact of Wonderland's different features on subject's conceptual understanding.
We chose two completely different types of study subjects for our FCI-based experiments -- the
group in Study # 1 had already studied Newtonian physics, but not recently (< 5 years ago, but
> 1 year ago), whereas the group in study # 2 had students from the 7th grade, who had no
previous classroom experience with Newtonian physics. Our two different study groups allowed
us to evaluate Wonderland's usability as well as learning experience for subjects who already
knew some physics as well as subjects who had no physics background.
Having qualitatively evaluated the usability and learning experience of Wonderland, we aim to
conduct another study with a bigger group to get statistically significant quantitative results for
physics concept learning in Wonderland. This study would be similar to study # 2, which we
conducted with 7th graders, but instead of 7th grade subjects, we would have 9th to 12th
graders as our study subjects. 9th to 12th graders are only starting to study Newtonian physics
and so do not know all the concepts already, but they have some math/physics background
knowledge to understand the Newtonian physics concepts in Wonderland.
In our study # 2 with 7th graders, a mathematics teacher was observing the Wonderland group,
and she pointed out several key things. She was surprised to see the different interactions in the
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app, and pointed out that the simulations would be really useful for teachers in classrooms. She
also stated that even though the subjects found the Wonderland app easy to understand, the
FCI questions were too wordy/confusing for them. Indeed, the FCI questions make assumptions
like frictionless surfaces or no air resistance, which students, who have no formal physics
background, are unaware of. There is a simpler version of the FCI, called the Simplified Force
Concept Inventory [95], but even those questions are almost as wordy as FCI. In our future
experiments with 9th to 12th graders, we will evaluate if the questions are too wordy for them
too, and if we have to design our own questions/puzzles for testing physics understanding and
problem-solving.
Moreover, for our study # 2 in the classroom, the 7th graders' math teacher pointed out that we
could have benefited from more of a group experience. Even if the subjects had their own
individual and separate simulations on their iPads, there could have been more collective
discussion because accordingly to the teacher, 'they are teenagers. They are quiet. They talk in
groups'. The teacher also added that the seats could have been rearranged in a circular pattern
so that the students could face each other, instead of facing the experiment conductor, to
encourage a more open and collaborative experience. In our future experiments, we will take
the teacher's suggestions to encourage more group discussion and collaboration. Also, we shall
design a shared experience with ARKit so that students and teachers can collectively model and
simulate Newtonian physics worlds in the same MR experience.

5.3 Closing Remarks
We designed experiments to evaluate the problem-solving and collaborative learning experience
in Wonderland's Hololens version, and used the ARKit version to test conceptual learning of
physics. In traditional Newtonian physics courses, numerical problems are used to evaluate
students' understanding. However, for us, user engagement, problem-solving experience, and
conceptual understanding were key.
In our first experiment with the Hololens version, we created three Newtonian physics puzzles
about linear motion, circular motion, and projectile motion, and our 30 subjects participated in
the experiment in groups of 2 subjects per group (except for 2 participants who participated in
the study alone because of last-minute scheduling conflicts). Within the allotted time of 30
minutes, every group was successfully able to solve all the three puzzles by experimenting with
different Newtonian physics tools and analyzing the different physics visuals. Our survey results
showed that users had positive collaborative and learning experiences. In fact, we observed that
the subjects were playing with Newtonian physics tools and models as if they were in a
playground, e.g., running around, high-fiving each other, laughing together, etc. Several subjects
also voluntarily sketched their own creative puzzles that they would like to build and solve in
Wonderland.
For our second set of experiments, we focused on conceptual understanding using the ARKit.
We selected questions from the Force Concept Inventory (FCI), which is commonly used to
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evaluate conceptual physics learning. We modeled simulations in Wonderland for each of the
selected FCI questions, and showed the pre-built models to the subjects to evaluate the impact
of Wonderland's simulations on subjects' physics understanding.
We conducted our first FCI-based ARKit study with five individual users, who had taken a
physics course less than 5, but more than 1 year ago. The average number of wrong answers
were more than halved (63% reduction) in our post-study questionnaire compared to the
pre-study questionnaire (both pre- and post-study questionnaires had the same FCI questions).
More importantly than the quantitative results, however, the users pointed out that even though
they knew physics already, the simulations and visuals of Wonderland clarified several physics
concepts for them and made the concepts more memorable.
We conducted our second FCI-based ARKit study in a classroom setting with 20 7th graders to
evaluate the impact of Wonderland's simulations on physics. We had a control group and a
Wonderland group of 10 subjects each. The control group sees only static Wonderland models
for each question (akin to the static figures used by teachers in class), whereas the Wonderland
group sees the Wonderland simulations for each question. In the pre- and post-experiment
tests, the control group had an improvement of 20% in their FCl score, whereas the Wonderland
group had a 100% improvement. Also, compared to the control group, the Wonderland group
had better conceptual clarity while explaining their answers to the FCI questions in the
post-study test. The subjects stated that Wonderland's visuals, like graphs and velocity and
acceleration vectors, helped them better understand Newtonian physics phenomena, and that
the rewinding interface allowed them to carefully observe different physics interactions.
Even though we provided pre-built simulation models during our two FCI-based studies, the
models could be easily built using the ARKit interface of Wonderland. We provided pre-built
models to the subjects because we wanted to evaluate the efficacy of Wonderland's simulations
in supporting physics understanding, rather than focus on the model-building abilities of the
subjects. Nonetheless, we included one particularly difficult and confusing question for our
subjects to model using Wonderland. The 7th graders in study # 2 did not have enough time to
get to that question, but the subjects in the study # 1 successfully modeled the problem using
Wonderland's Newtonian physics tools, and used their knowledge from previous Wonderland
simulations they had seen to correctly answer the question.
We conducted a variety of different experiments with small user groups, which limited the
statistical significance of our quantitative results, but our goal through the experiments was to
learn the most about Wonderland's design and usability for supporting physics learning with a
wide range of users. As a result, we chose a variety of small user groups so that we could do a
detailed qualitative evaluation of each subject's feedback, instead of doing just a quantitative
analysis of subjects' FCI scores.
Our experiments showed us that Hololens' immersive MR experience was successful in
engaging subjects in collaborative problem-solving, whereas the easily deployable and scalable
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ARKit version of Wonderland showed that Wonderland's visuals, simulations, and modeling
tools can help students improve their physics understanding.
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CHAPTER 6.

Future Work

We were encouraged by the user feedback in our user studies, and believe that constructionist
science learning in Mixed Reality can allow learners to visualize, observe and explore 3D
science concepts in the real world. We aim to further develop and deploy Wonderland in the
following ways:

6.1 Testing and Deployment
#

We aim to conduct another experiment with 9th to 12th graders using the ARKit version of
Wonderland. The experiment will be similar in nature to the one we did with 7th graders (study
2 from experiment # 2 using the FCI). Since 9th to 12th graders are only starting to study
physics, they have more physics knowledge than our 7th grade subjects, but less physics
knowledge than our college-level subjects, who had already studied Newtonian physics.
Moreover, we also plan to conduct another experiment to evaluate user's abilities to model and
solve problems in Wonderland. In experiment # 2, we used pre-built models for our experiments,
and just gave one modeling problem to the users. In the future, we will conduct another study
with the same FCI questions as experiment # 2, but the users will not only play the simulations,
but also first model their Newtonian physics worlds. We are keen to observe the different ways
in which the subjects would model the problems.
We also aim to deploy a pilot version of Wonderland in introductory physics classrooms at the
Thomas Blake High School and Mount Holyoke College to see how the ARKit version of
Wonderland can aid Newtonian physics learning in college. We shall make the ARKit version
available through the Apple App Store so that students and educators can download it on their
1OS devices easily.

6.2 Devices and Experiences
We aim to further develop the ARKit version so that sharing the MR virtual environment is
possible for collective learning with multiple users. ARKit does not currently have a sharing API
so we shall have to design a custom sharing system, possibly using Vuforia markers as anchors
so that each device can have a local coordinate system with respect to the Vuforia markers.
We also plan to deploy the iPad version on a cheap head-worn AR device, called Mira, to allow
users to enjoy a hands-free immersive MR experience. Mira is a $100 device, compared to the
$5000 Hololens device, and thus, is more easily deployable in schools. We wanted to integrate
Mira in our current ARKit experience, but Mira allowed for only 3 degrees of freedom (yaw, pitch,
and roll), instead of 6, i.e., the user could not move in x, y, and z direction. However, we shall
find a way to integrate the remaining 3 degrees of freedom with the Mira headset.
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Finally, for the Hololens version of Wonderland, we plan to develop and test a few simple
scenarios for accurately tracking fast-moving physical objects in real-time and overlaying the
tracked information on top of real-world physical objects. Unlike the current Hololens version,
which uses virtual objects, we may not have a wide range of Newtonian physics experiences
possible with a physical system, but we aim to test a few simple experiences to compare the
differences in learning using physical and virtual objects in Wonderland.

6.3 Equation and Concepts
We plan to include interactive equations in Wonderland such that changing the equation
changes the behavior of the objects and vice versa. As students build their conceptual
understanding in Wonderland, they will also be able to interactively explore the link between
different Newtonian physics concepts and their corresponding equations.
Since Wonderland is intended to be an experience for learning not just Newtonian physics, but
science concepts in general, we aim to include more science concepts in Wonderland. In
particular, we plan to add more mathematical concepts, like manifolds and winding numbers
from topology. Mathematics is underlies all quantitative science phenomena, and mathophobia
not only discourages students from pursuing mathematics, but also other STEM disciplines, i.e.,
STEM's leaky pipeline [18], especially for women [20]. By allowing students to explore and play
with the applications of mathematics, we may help them better appreciate and engage with the
beauty of mathematics.
Based on the suggestions of some of our test subjects, we may also integrate more physics
concepts, like Electricity and Magnetism. Like Newtonian physics, Electricity and Magnetism
also has a lot of underlying mathematics, such as differential equations in Maxwell's equations.
Also, people other than our test subjects, who tried the Wonderland experience, commonly
requested organic chemistry as another science concept that would love to learn in
constructionist ways in MR.
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CHAPTER 7.

Conclusion

STEM concepts lie at the heart of our everyday experiences, yet interest in STEM fields is low
and STEM education is also considered to be sub-par. Through Wonderland, we aimed to allow
learners to visualize and explore the science concepts of their everyday lives. Mixed Reality
(MR) allows us to create a 3D virtual environment intertwined with the real world so that the user
can view virtual concepts almost as if they existed in their real world. Also, MR does not
disconnect learners from their real world or peers, and thus, allows for natural collaborative
learning in the users' real world.
We focused on constructionist learning to allow users to build their own knowledge while making
projects, instead of teaching them a set of fixed rules. Our current version of Wonderland
focuses on Newtonian physics because Newtonian physics concepts are commonly observed in
our everyday lives, e.g., when we throw a ball.
We were inspired by the Rube Goldberg machine, which uses simple tools to allow users to
create complex systems. We studied the main concepts taught in introductory Newtonian
physics, and created virtual tools to allow the users to build their own Newtonian physics worlds,
e.g., different Newtonian physics puzzles and their solutions. The tools served as LEGO blocks
for building Newtonian physics worlds, and the allowed the users to create from the simplest to
the most complicated Newtonian worlds (low floors and high ceilings). Using the Newtonian
physics tools, the users could model and explore a wide variety of Newtonian physics scenarios,
e.g., change the magnitude of gravity or have local force fields, etc.
Science concepts are usually represented using equations, and learners mostly have to imagine
the intricate interplay of physics forces and concepts in real life. We designed custom 3D
visualizations for Newtonian physics phenomena to make the invisible physics phenomena
visible and allow learners to visually understand Newtonian physics concepts. For example, we
created strobe ball effect, which are snapshots of the moving ball at equal points in time to help
users visualize the changes in the distance travelled by virtual objects so they could visually see
the speed, i.e., change in distance per unit time, and acceleration, i.e., change in distance per
unit time. Each snapshot of the strobe ball also has an acceleration vector and a velocity vector
representing the magnitude and direction of the ball's acceleration and velocity at that time of
the snapshot. The moving ball also has similar acceleration and velocity vectors to show the
ball's acceleration and velocity in real-time.
We also provided a rewinding interface for users to play, pause, rewind, replay and speed
up/slow down their Newtonian physics simulations so that they may slowly and carefully review
the Newtonian physics concepts underlying the Newtonian physics simulations.
We developed two versions of the Wonderland application: (i) a Hololens version for an
immersive head-worn MR experience with embodied interactions and a shared immersive
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learning experience; (ii) an ARKit version for a phone-based, more widely accessible MR
experience.
We tested the two versions of Wonderland with a variety of user groups -- with/without physics
experience, different age groups (7th graders to college students and professional workers), and
different group settings (groups of 2 people, individual users on their own, and individual users
in a small 10-person classroom). Our results showed that the subjects had an engaging
experience solving Newtonian puzzles in a collaborative MR. We also used the Force Concept
Inventory to design conceptual physics tests for our subjects, and found out that Wonderland's
visuals and simulations clarified physics concepts and also made them more memorable. After
interacting with Wonderland's simulations, the subjects were able to use Wonderland's tools and
visuals to model and solve new Newtonian physics problems.
Our initial vision for Wonderland was to track real-world physical objects in MR to allow users to
visualize science concepts in the real-world by blending real and virtual worlds, e.g., visualizing
the speed and velocity of a physical moving ball in MR and more. However, state-of-the-art
tracking systems are restrictive in terms of the space and objects that can be tracked and we did
not want to restrict the conceptual physics framework based on the limited tracking capabilities.
Therefore, instead of using real-world physical objects, we decided to use 3D virtual objects,
which enabled our users to explore science concepts that are difficult to create/modify in the
real-world, e.g., changing gravity, or creating local forces. With advances in tracking
technologies and MR devices, we hope to be able to track physical objects in real-time and in a
3600 context without external trackers, so we can extend Wonderland's virtual tools, visuals, and
simulations to physical objects in the real world.
Wonderland provides a rare combination of constructionist learning in MR with interactive
physics simulations and intuitive visuals. Physics games allow for constructionist learning, but
do not support physics visuals, whereas physics learning applications allow for physics
visualizations, but do not provide playful building blocks for constructionist physics learning via
building models, solving puzzles, etc. Also, compared to computer screens, we provide 3D
visualization with 6 degrees-of-motion so that users can walk around or look around/behind 3D
objects. Unlike VR, MR does not disconnect users from their real peers or physical world, and
allows for natural collaborative learning in the real world.
We believe that constructionist learning of science concepts in MR is a very powerful concept as
it allows learners to explore science concepts in the real-world, and engages them with science
concepts in visual, playful, and constructionist ways. Encouraged by the positive results from
our experiments, we aim to further develop and deploy Wonderland in schools/colleges. We will
also add more science concepts other than Newtonian physics in Wonderland because
Wonderland is aimed for general science learning, not just Newtonian physics learning, in MR.
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Parting Note: Wonderland is an embodiment of the playful and interdisciplinary learning spirit of
the MIT Media Lab. We designed and developed Wonderland with a lot of love, energy, and
passion so that learners also experience it in a similar manner. You can see glimpses of the
Wonderland team and study subjects in Appendix E :)
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B. Selected Questions from FCI Study
Problem I (Problem 19 in FCI)
The positions of two blocks at successive 0.20-second time intervals are represented by the
numbered squares in the figure below. The blocks are moving toward the right.

1

I.

2

3

I I

I

a

3

2

a

A

3

i

7

6

5

4

A-

a

4

U

4

5

6

I I
I

I

7

6

Do the blocks ever have the same speed?
(A) No.
(B) Yes, at instant 2.
(C) Yes, at instant 5.
(D) Yes, at instants 2 and 5.
(E) Yes, at some time during the interval 3 to 4.
Problem 2 (Problem 20 in FCI)
The positions of two blocks at successive 0.20-second time intervals are represented by the
numbered squares in the figure below. The blocks are moving toward the right.
Block a

U

2

4

3

U

U

5

-4--fBlock b

6

7

U

U

4-f
2

3

4

5

The accelerations of the blocks are related as follows:
(A) The acceleration of "a" is greater than the acceleration of "b".
(B) The acceleration of "a" equals the acceleration of "b". Both accelerations are greater
than zero.
(C) The acceleration of "b" is greater than the acceleration of "a".
(D) The acceleration of "a" equals the acceleration of "b". Both accelerations are zero.
(E) Not enough information is given to answer the question.
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Problem 3 (Problem 3 in FCI)
A stone dropped from the roof of a single story building to the surface of the earth:
(A) reaches a maximum speed quite soon after release and then falls at a constant speed
thereafter.
(B) speeds up as it falls because the gravitational attraction gets considerably stronger as the
stone gets closer to the earth.
(C) speeds up because of an almost constant force of gravity acting upon it.
(D) falls because of the natural tendency of all objects to rest on the surface of the earth.
(E) falls because of the combined effects of the force of gravity pushing it downward and the
force of the air pushing it downward.
Problem 4 (Problem 13 in FCI)
A boy throws a steel ball straight up. Consider the motion of the ball only after it has left the
boy's hand but before it touches the ground, and assume that forces exerted by the air are
negligible. For these conditions, the force(s) acting on the ball is (are):
(A) a downward force of gravity along with a steadily decreasing upward force.
(B) a steadily decreasing upward force from the moment it leaves the boy's hand until it
reaches its highest point; on the way down there is a steadily increasing downward
force of gravity as the object gets closer to the earth.
(C) an almost constant downward force of gravity along with an upward force that steadily
decreases until the ball reaches its highest point; on the way down there is only a
constant downward force of gravity.
(D) an almost constant downward force of gravity only.
(E) none of the above. The ball falls back to ground because of its natural tendency to rest
on the surface of the earth.
Problem 5-7 (Problem 8-10 in FCI)
The figure depicts a hockey puck sliding with constant speed v. in a straight line from point
"a" to point "b" on a frictionless horizontal surface. Forces exerted by the air are negligible. You
are looking down on the puck. When the puck reaches point "b," it receives a swift horizontal
kick in the direction of the heavy print arrow. Had the puck been at rest at point "b," then the
kick would have set the puck in horizontal motion with a speed vk in the direction of the kick.
a

b
+

------

------01-----

----
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Problem 5 (Problem 8 in FCI)
Which of the paths below would the puck most closely follow after receiving the kick ?
4

(B)

V

N.4

(C)

(E)

(D)
/

(A)

,-- - --

I

fL
Problem 6 (Problem 9 in FCI)

The speed of the puck just after it receives the kick is;
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

equal to the speed "v0 "it had before it received the kick.
equal to the speed "vk" resulting from the kick and independent of the speed "vO".
equal to the arithmetic sum of the speeds "v 0 " and "vk"smaller than either of the speeds "v0 " or "vk"greater than either of the speeds "v0 " or "vk", but less than the arithmetic sum of these
two speeds.

Problem 7 (Problem 10 in FCI)
Along the frictionless path you have chosen in question 8, the speed of the puck after
receiving the kick:
(A) is constant.
(B) continuously increases.
(C) continuously decreases.
(D) increases for a while and decreases thereafter.
(E) is constant for a while and decreases thereafter.
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Problem 8 (Problem 12 in FCI)
A ball is fired by a cannon from the top of a cliff as shown in the figure below. Which of
the paths would the cannon ball most closely follow?

(B)

(D)

()

(A)

\

\I

Problem 9-12 (Problem 21-24 in FCI)
A rocket drifts sideways in outer space from point "a" to point "b" as shown below. The
rocket is subject to no outside forces. Starting at position "b", the rocket's engine is turned on
and produces a constant thrust (force on the rocket) at right angles to the line "ab". The constant
thrust is maintained until the rocket reaches a point "c" in space.

b

Problem 9 (Problem 21 in FCI)
Which of the paths below best represents the path of the rocket between points "b" and "c"?

(A)

(B)

(C)

C

C

OC

0A C

(D)

(E)
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Problem 10 (Problem 22 in FCI)
As the rocket moves from position"b" to position "c" its speed is:
(A) constant.
(B) continuously increasing.
(C) continuously decreasing.
(D) increasing for a while and constant thereafter.
(E) constant for a while and decreasing thereafter.

Problem 11 (Problem 23 in FCI)
At point "c" the rocket's engine is turned off and the thrust immediately drops to zero.
Which of the paths below will the rocket follow beyond point "c"'?

Problem 12 (Problem 24 in FCI)
Beyond position "c" the speed of the rocket is:
(A) constant.

(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

continuously increasing.
continuously decreasing.
increasing for a while and constant thereafter.
constant for a while and decreasing thereafter.
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Problem 13 (Problem 7 in FCI)
.P.-

(A)

.,

(B)

,t

V

J
.,

i

/

V
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--

,.

C

A

-

A steel ball is attached to a string and is
swung in a circular path in a horizontal
plane as illustrated in the accompanying
figure.
At the point P indicated in the figure, the
string suddenly breaks near the ball.
If these events are observed from directly
above as in the figure, which path would
the ball most closely follow after the
string breaks?

(E)"
Problem 14 (Problem 14 in FCI)

-~

-

A bowling ball accidentally falls out of
the cargo bay of an airliner as it flies
along in a horizontal direction.
As observed by a person standing on
the ground and viewing the plane as in
the figure at right, which path would the
bowling ball most closely follow after
leaving the airplane?

*

S

~

S
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C. Sketching models for each question

19. The sitions of wo blocks at successive 0.20-second time intervals ae represented by the
n mberlsquares in the figure below. The blocks are moving toward the right.

1
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2

3
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5

U

~1o400
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Do the blocks ever have the same speed?
(A) No.

(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Yes. at instant 2.
Yes, at instant 3.
Yes. at instants 2 and S.
Yes, at some time during the interval 3 to 4.

6A

20. The pitions of two blocks at successive 020-second time intervals are repretented by the
numbered squares Inthe figure below. The blocks are moving toward the right.

Block a
Blockb

*2
2

4

3
U

*
U

3

5

U
4

6

7

U

U

U
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I

5

The accelerations of the blocks are related as follows:
(A) The acceleration of a" is greater than the acceleration of * b.
(B) The acceleration of "a" equals the acceleration of *b". Both accelerations are greater
than zero.
(C) The acceleration of "b" is greater than the acceleration of a".
(D) The acceleration of 'a" equals the acceleration of "b". Both accelerations are zero.
(E) Not enough information is given to answer the question.
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Constant force (1D)
3. A stone dropped from the roof of a single story building to the surface of the earth:
(A) reaches a maximum speed quite soon after release and then falls at a constant speed
thereafter.
rLt Is 1 c nsideilh sntr ogr as Ihe
(B) speeds up as it falls because the Ias Ital I
stone gets closer to the earth.
(C) speeds up because of an almost constant Iorcc o1 era'ity\ Ma upon it
(D) falls because of the natural tendency of all objects to rest on the surfac II th, kaIth
(E) falls because of the combined effects of the force of Lrmvit\ poshin! it dot imard and the
force of the air pushing it downward
13. A boy throws a steel ball straight up. Consider the motion of the ball only adtel It haslit lie
boy's hand but before it touches the ground, and assume that forces exerted hy the ati re
negligible. For these conditions, the force(s) acting on the ball is (are):
(A) a downward force of gravity along with a steadily decreasing upward force.
(B) a steadily decreasing upward force from the moment it leaves the boy's hand unt il I
reaches its highest point; on the way down there is a steadily increasing downward
force of gravity as the object gets closer to the earth.
(C) an almost constant downward force of gravity along with an upward force that steiadiI
decreases until the ball reaches its highest point; on the way down there is only a
constant downward force of gravity.
(D) an almost constant downward force of gravity only
(E) none of the above. The ball falls back to ground because o is niatuiral tcidelicy to rest
on the surface of the earth.

-Ton
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Momentary Force (20)
The figure depicts a hockey puck sliding with constant speed v. in a straight line from point
"a" to point 'b' on a frictionless horizontal surface. Forces exerted by the air are negligible. You
are looking down on the puck. When the puck reaches point *b,* it receives a swift horizontal
kick in the direction of the heavy print arrow. Had the puck been at rest at point Ob," then the
kick would have set the puck in horizontal motion with a speed vk in the direction of the kick.

b

a

(A)

(B)
a*

...
0

(C)
......

...

E)

~

f

f

f

f

f

(D)

(

8. Which of the paths below would the puck most closely folokw after receiving the kick

9. The speed of the puck just after it receives the kick is:
(A) equal to the speed "vo" it had before it received the kick.
(B) equal to the speed "vk" resulting from the kick and independent of the speed "v0 ".
(C) equal to the arithmetic sum of the speeds "vo" and "vk"(D) smaller than either of the speeds "vo* or "vk".
(E) greater than either of the speeds "v0 " or *vk", but less than the arithmetic sum of these
two speeds.
10. Along the frictionless path you have chosen in question 8. the speed of the puck after
receiving the kick:
(A) is constant.
(B) continuously increases.
(C) continuously decreases.
(D) increases for a while and decreases thereafter.
(E) is constant for a while and decreases thereafter.
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Constant force (2D)
12. A hall is fired by a cannon from the top of a cliff as shown in the figure below. Which of
the paths would the cannon ball most closely follow?

(C)

(B),

(D)

(A)

USE ITHL NIAIMUEN I AND FICURE IEIO" 1'0 ANSER I liE N-X 1l 1
QUESTIONS (21 through 24).
A ocket drifts sideways in outer space from point a' to point " as shown below T11
rocket is subject to no outside forces. Starting at position b', the rocket's enpine is tuned -n
and peduces a constant thrust (force on the rocket) at right aagles to the line ab*. The coniil
thrust is maintained until the rocket reaches a point 'c' in space.

21, Which ofthe paths below best represents the path of the rocket between
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22. As the rocket moves from positionhb" to poition

"c" its

speed

is:

(A) constant.
(B) continuously increasing.
(C) continuously decreasing
(D) increasing for a while and contant theretmier.
(E) constant for a while and decreasing thereafter.
23. At point "c" the rocket's engine is turned off and the thrust immediately drops to zero.
Which of the paths below will the rocket follow beyond point "c"?

Vb

)I
*~1

*1

(B)

(D)

(C)

(E)
I

ec

C V

24. Beyond position "c' the speed of thincke is
(A) constant.
(B) continuously increasing
(C) continuously decreasing
(D) increasing for awhile and
(E) constant for a while mid ecrasin, thereatei
Ciraular Moaon

7. A steel ball is attached to a string and is
swung in a circular path in a horizontal
un as illustrated in the acconmanying

(A)

.

igure.

At the point P indateted in the figure, the
string suddenly breaks near the ball.
If these events are observed from directly
above as in the figure, which path would
the ball most closely follow after the
string breaks?
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(E)m
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D. Suggestions and corresponding fixes from FCI Experiment (Study # 1)
Corrected

Unchanged (for design
reasons)

No change needed

TODO

Graphs:
the graphs were helpful but maybe a bit small relative to the size of the scenarios

Corrected

Need X and Y axis labels, and proper number labels

Corrected

The graphs were useful for providing concise quantitative and qualitative information. I
think the legends could have been improved.

Corrected

Helpful, clear

Not
needed

Force and velocity vectors
helpful. If there was a labeling mechanism for the vectors that could be carried through
for more complicated scenarios that could be nice for a visual outside of colors.

Corrected

Give the possibility to visualize both resulting and/or single force vectors

Corrected

I think this was most helpful, if displayed directly on the ball as opposed to the trajectory
throughout time

Corrected

provided clear and in-context information about velocity and force. I would have
appreciated being able to hover to get quantitative information, but it might be good that
you are forced to see the correlation between the trajectory and the graph.

Unchange
d

Helpful

Not
needed

The tools in Wonderland, e.g., force field, velocity vector
encompasses pretty much all i can think of for kinematics and drawing free body
diagrams.

Not
needed
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See #2

Not
needed

i didn't tinker much with the force field and the velocity-but i appreciated that you could
adjust velocity vector magnitude and then play that out

Not
needed

has potential, not sure how much it can accomplish yet

Not
needed

What was the most/least helpful part of Wonderland?
most helpful part were the strobes and interval by interval graphs and playthroughs, least Unchange
d
helpful - i'm used to seeing force fields as a field of arrows where at each point in the
coordinate grid there's an arrow indicating unit force on some point object, so if the big
force field arrow wasn't in the field of vision immediately upon viewing the scenario i
sometimes just wasn't aware that it was part of the problem or that it was there until
panning out later.
Is helps making imagination of exercises easier

Not
needed

the most helpful parts were the trajectory, the plot, and the ability to seek through the
animation (instead of only replaying it); least helpful was the speed editor; I was
confused about how I was accidentally selecting/highlighting the screen (turning the
background blue or green) strobes and interval by interval graphs and playthroughs,

Corrected

Most helpful: vectors at different intervals

Not
needed

What more would you like to see in Wonderland?
labels? can scenarios be saved for future reference? or shared to be viewed or edited by
multiple people?
Customization of the speed of playing, toggle strobes on/off, etc. In addition, labeling the
force and velocity vectors with the actual values would be cool (though it should be a
feature you can toggle).
The ability to create/input the scenarios on your own: Given a word problem, a student
can create the animation in Wonderland rather than be handed the scene.
Maybe interactions with the environment
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Do you think Wonderland can be used by students/teachers?
yes for sure. this is a major step up from the same simulations all the schools me and
my friends attended have been using since 2006 or so. We always used these
simulations from u colorado with visuals clearly made in the 2000's.
Yes definitly
I could see this being feasible if released on iPhone/Android. The tablet is a nice display
but a smaller screen would work as well, and decrease the barrier to using it (most
people do not have tablets, still). Also, there would need to be great care taken in making
sure Wonderland's representation of the problem is accurate (i.e., drawn to scale and the
numbers are actual).
I think they can, but I see struggles with maneuvering around a shared space. It seems
like it would work best with kids sharing the large tablet and looking at things from the
same perspective. How might teachers share what they see with kids in a productive
way
Once the tools have been neatly separated and the ui improves it can be useful
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E. Wonderland team at work

Team at work in the Wonderland space in the Fluid Interfaces group

Team at work at the IDEO office in summer 2017

______-
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-
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Experiments at Thomas Blake Middle School - the day everyone showed up at 6 am!

Users low-fiving during user testing with Wonderland's Hololens version
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Wonderland team at TEDxBeaconStreet 2017
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